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$6 Million Courthouse complex 
site controversy continuing 
Skeena MLA Cyril million faeilities, owned, but would need the situation in this agreed they would go 
Shelford is "not well The Skeena MLA was substantial grading to community." along with any site to 
handle onstructionof the Aid. ,:~ck Talstra S~id ensure that Terrace informed" about a apparently basing this 
dispute between Terrace statement on reports of buildings, hewas no, sure "what the would get the health and 
council and the p~ovincial an earlier meeting bet- "It's certainly not my letter was getting at" human resources centre 
government concerning ween council and the B.C.' intention to twist since council bad never and courthouse. 
• Aid. Jolliffe finally the proposed health unit Building Corporation anyone's ;am," Shelford rejected the site. 
and courthouse for which took place last said, although he did Although Mayor Dave tabled the motion until 
Terrace, according to month, warn council that any Maroney and Ald. negotiations with BCBC 
Ald. Vie Jolliffe. Council or iginal ly dispute could delay the Bob Cooper said they regarding offsite services 
Jolliffe made that suggested the meeting project and there are would endorse the are completed. His 
statement at a Terrace because they wanted to other towns willing to Kalum-Olsen site for the motion was carried with 
council meeting Monday discuss location, but the welcome such aproject, two facilities, other a vote of 4-3. 
night where a letter from main topic Of the day was Several eouncil members of council Council also decided to 
Shelford was read. who was going to pa~ the members objected to the expressed opinions that send copies 'of previous 
Shelford said he was cost of offsite ser;'ces, tone of Shelford's letter, they would have liked counc i l  resolutions 
concerned with reports The proposed site on and Aid. Jolliffe said more say in the choice of regarding the facilities to 
that council is divid~ on the corner of Kalum and Shelford's statements location. Shelford so the MLA 
the location of the $60 lsen  is provincmily "prove he does not .know However, all of council would have a record on 
• council deliberations. 
Children's centre waits for a lease Terrao, 
Terrace Children's forward their request for used by services ucn as in the next few months. ROMP 
Centre Association is still a lease on the land at a day care centre, child The ~ssociation has Two Terrace persons 
waiting for word from the Kalam and Olsen at that minding centre, a pre- discussed the possibility 
school and youth centre, of moving the present suffered minor injuries 
Petch said,, and possibly huilding which'houses the when a car collided with 
as an arts and crafts 
B.C. Building Cor- time. 
poration on whether they Spokesperson for the 
can lease land behind the association Jane Petch Centre further to the hack their motorcycle at the intersection of Sparks proposed health unit and said the BCBC people centre for parents, of the property for use as 
courthouse ite for ase as appeared to be sup- Child care fa~cflities in the complex, and Scott at about 8 p.m. Vouth main , 'o-lo 
a children's centre, portive of the concept of Terrace are considered That building will have Monday evening. _ m 
The group met with using the 1.2 acre inadequate. The Terraee to either be moved or S tan ley  White and 
representatives of the property for a children's Day Care Centre and demolished to make way Steven White were riding 
BCBC when they were in cent re . .  Child Minding Centre will for the health unit and a motorcycle .when it was at Kitimat oounoiJ 
town recently, and put •The complex would be  need to find new locations courthouse, struck by a Mazda pickup driven 'by Eric Muff. 
• The children's " _ . . . . . . .  
~ ~b ~ • 1 1 ' n association was hoping t.~.m., t was.cnargeow~n . 
lttl lLltltSli~ ut.t ~ 's~ ts~s~,  vs. • • ~, .3~ " IF IF I  1 • • 14¢)111"dO1 for a long-term, low cost bySeoitBrowes:., two weeks in order that Whi'tesailaftorM.argetts. 
o JL .~ $ qUFqUF m mJL.ILILJL JL 4~K,~ lease on the land, which way.  . - Kitimat City Council financial statement and Two other incmee uax~er 
, .ffi ,I, ..,, I ,  , . .  , belongs to the province, ..~..driver was. clm..rgea met Monday night and details of the proposed and Angle. 
t O W ~  ' ' t • w~m anvmg Wlm a ninon but the lates word from . , . concluded a brief agenda, project be looked into. no, ,o , .  , ,n ,  , ,~  ,~n an , ,  g| r ,I #7 I the BCBC is not ve~ a lcoho l leve lm excess  of  " t . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  o . . . .  ~'.~ "" 08 following an accident in short order. The Gyro Other business a - ~t-*h~--'t.~Z~'-~m,neil~ 
en . . . . .  ~.,,e,. ' r 
• Despite inf lat ion; procedure in today's Due ~ .the chang~g Skeena M[LA Cyril atth~eb°tth~m°fiLclea~fwe~.~ ereClUbandthe mainY°UthtopicscounCilof includedtended o in the meet ing . the  naming of ~',~]"~w~'~: :l -kn-n-wn¢,,,,,.~=,,.~l,_~orm "'~n T'-'ho'm 
despite an increase in the economy with its gran~, structure of one ~ne~rora, wno nas neen"  .'~_~.'=.~.~ . . . . . . . . .  discussion and business, three' new streets in the " "~'~"" "=. ' 
Terrace School District spiralling cost of living. B.C. Department of very helpful to the o~,,tux~ .~..~ ,^, --~ ,o ,  ~ Radiey Park near White, sat neighbourhood, so" '  " n"  
No 88 197S budget of 7 _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Education, which was in association, according to . x-oucc,,,~ ,,, . . . . . . .  service centre Kitimat . Mayor George Them ;me retere aura ap- 
-ercent by • skillful ~ "~'ne~u, 0u~e~.xor Lne" the School District's Peteh; recently ap- mem an~ s nan~ ~, will be getting $34,080 in explained the s t reets  proved, recreahon. : ,..- 
r, ,' - " , ~Cl~oot;,~,~s~ct, oro_u t the o Is f r c ter .... ; ~' '~ "'?. " "  Gy, ra~,cl~tb.:,:exPenc~tures,,~-are, to,be;~smmed-after...c.omplexeaus~ttmt, dmt 
~ i  during49781 according to "~porsohs who have had  loan autho~zatinnb.y:law 
a letter to oouncil, from community involvement was passeo tast ngm. 
the club secretary, in the twenty-five year This move allows ad- 
A camp kitchen similar history of the town", m~strat ion to getdown 
to t  hat  at Hirsch Creek Dr. Margetts was one m me o~ine.ss.o~ .ten- 
Sehoo~ y district (which taxation. Of~hl~m latter ' ~ ask for a fair return:on c~.near  the.Co-oj). - andPark' accordingalderman,to~GyrORon ofKitimatthe firStas welld°ct°rSas ina project•aering ann. smningThis wasme 
includes Stewart, • ' figure,. $117,089 is.forthe . . . . . .  ~ W|[ iM~R~-"  "- . . . . .  the'value of Cr~wn'land. Terrace. ~i~re..vepar~- Burnett, will be installed member of the city's first reconsideration and final 
Hazel. ton Village and the Distrlc.t's ~ar, e of the , " ' " . ' " ' " . . .  [ cerPte~nhw~tdt~eher~Si~ne ~r Y xungumneo me in the park at acost o f  council, according to adoption and gets the 
rurm area) by $381.850 - operauon, oL ~ormwest ..The wmner m me / . . . .  • ¥ o Four ~rsons, one. of ~5,000. Thisisa donation Mayor Thorn. That's the project off the ground. 
an almost unheard of Communky couege. Skeena Centre PUIt/ wotuo as Kror m ~erms, m '1,,,,,, o¢-~=male were by the club to the district reason given for naming The meeting was ad- 
• Quilt Raffle at the Arts a zease, nm in oruer ~or ;'..'.~T...,"-..",M.~ " . .~,0 of Kitimat. • " one  new street in journed at 8:2S p.m. 
., and Crafts Show was/ the association to afford ~u~..u.~., 'Z: . '~' ,  a~,~/.,'~ Alderman Buschert . . 
;I -, . . . . . .  - - - - ~ - =  ~ the cost: of h,,ildin ¢, uvc, us-,,v-,,=-,s,~,,.-- I "i uruw. u.. rip.-., ,o, , .  / " ""  ~' m" a pubhc" place, questioned the future ~- -m~. . . . . -A~ J . .  ' l r . . i , . . - -  
i The.luekypersonisMrs. mortg.ages,~e.landles, se wwa n~ ons were maintenance of . the HIHHIUHI I5OH DMD HUH ~H~K; 
" June Steele Of 4014 N. woulo nave ~o De a token char~ed wl~t~ s 08 shelter which was ex- 
Eby Street, Terrace. sum. • o " " 
down ,48 for 1978 
Scout Jamboree
to draw 3,000Z b,--et, --n oomm, i Both Terrace council ' ~ ing  self-n'mintaining, projects in Terrace have LANGUAGE 
and the Kitimat-Stikine 2 aQQidonts  Lightp, lavatories, been funded under the DEVELOPMENT AND 
• Ne Regional District have in Ki m! land-fill arid painting are Young Canada Works RECREATION 
• .Boy Scouts of Canada, . .Wilson Nicelle of W supported the concept of also includ~i in the Gyro Program it was an- PROGRAMS-creating II 
Provincial Council for Barnaby has been named . - a ~hildren's complex on Kitimat RCMP report a hnprovements to Radley n~unced Tuesday in  jobs for an outlay of 
Yukon.BrltiShwilIC°lumbiahold thelr'3r and Chalrman.Jamb°reeGeneral The  Camp PrOgrams Hat site. L972 Corvette was con- Park. "" Ottawa by Skeena MP $13,488. 
provincial Jamboree July Chief will be Art Bowes of The association is he;Umed, bYKitimatfire in frontHotelOf Council approved the Ionv Campagnolo. THORNHILL COM- 
a - 14, 1979 near Merritt, North Vancouver and ..Two new programs waiting for the province donation and agree to The program 
B.C. At that time,, an Jack Booth of Maple have been approved by to name the figure before VIonday night. Damage send a letter of thanks to re~resents a corn- MUNITY CENTRE 
instant town complete Ridge is Jamboree the Terrace and District proceeding witll the ~as estimated at $7,000. ,the club. mlttement of $47,562 in creating 3 jobs for an 
with water, power &nd Coordinator. Teams of Community Services matter of the childrne's ~aase of the incident is Kitimat YotL(h Council federal funds and is part outlay of $4,374. 
san i ta ry  serv ices ,  volunteers in all parts of Society to provide complex. ;till under investigation, is attempting to draw of the total of 73 projects OSBORNE 
telephone and radio the province are being assistance for the ..A two vehicle accident t the corner of Haislu tourists and town funded in Skeena under THERAPEUTICRECREATION 
systems, supply 'stores formed and are busy Ter race  Corrections and Lahukas treets in Kitimat Monday nlght at residents to their the Spring 1978phase of 
and three thousand prepar ing program; Centre. II:05 has sent Palimra Damaia ef 8 Gander proposed arts, crafts and Young Canada Works. PROGRAM 3 jobs, 
eager, energetic commencing site ..One program calls for Street Kitimat to Kitimat~eneral Hospital with tour ist  • information Throughout Skeena costing $6,804 . . . .  
inhabitants will come into development and working with 'the a fractured ankle, centre in the basement of constituency; $5311006 is TERRACE CHILD 
ex ls tance-on- the  high working on .the many probationers at the ..Dam&iawastraveilingnorthonLahakaswhen the old Coghlin's hard- being invested in corn- DEVELOPMENT 
ra,ge country north-east logistics, of,  equipment, Corrections Centre. the car she was driving struck a semi-tractor- ware store in Nechako. munity jobs and corn- CENTRE -ADVENTURE 
of Merritt, feed .... Bu'ppHes~<~,~nd,: .,T~he other calls for the trailer at the intersection. Damaia's centre from May '78 munity development by PLAYGROUND - for 4 
• .A jamboree site has organization of this ~)rovislow of' 'food, and. Volks~vagdli ~Viibdemellshed in the crash, through September '78. Young Canda Works, jobs costing $6,996. 
been selected on the big major event, night services to m~/le ..Police and fire department personnel worked The coimcfl reqested It is expected that the TUTORING 
ranch of the Douglas ..Dubbed the Big adult offenders, also a t  for abeut on minutes to free the wnman irom her flnancial assistance from seven Terrace projects ADOLESCENTS AND 
Lake Cattle Company of Country Adventure the Terrace ,Community gasoline soaked vehicle, the City board. Out of the will create a total of 33 YOUNG ADULTS 
• $481 rent to be paid AGAINST ILLITERACY new jobs this Spring. Douglas Lake, B.C. The Jamboree; this will be a Corrections Centre, ..Kitimatflredepartmentusedaspeeialsponge- 
wide-open range land gathering of 11 to 14 year ..Contracts for the like pad on the gasoline strewn over the entire monthly the Youth group The projects being - creating 6 jobs and 
with trees and lakes will old " scouts from com- provision of the above intersection.. 'requested , assistance of funded in Terrace are: costing $8,424, 
make anideai setting for munitles'in every part of • programs have been ..Damaia is rei~erted to be in satisfactory $120 a month for the five HAPPY SUMMER TERRACE 
this exciting adventure B.C. and Yukon as well as signed locally, and are condition nursing her fractured ankle. No months. DAYS-thiswillproduee3 CREATIVEPLAY 
for 3000 scouts and from other provinces and" now at Victoria.for final charges have been laid, pnicie are still in- The matter was jobs for a total outlay of PROJECT- with 3 jobs at 
eaders, the U,S.A. , signature, vestignting, discussed and tabled for $2,916. an expenditure of ~4,560. 
| 
~' ¢;!,; ...... . :~.;.. .... ,,~ 
' ,. ~-~, '~ ,~,"  ~ '" -- " '  ~'L ,~:', 
Mayor George Them of Kitlmat says, "The fixed (straightened)." 
"the Domain vehicle after ploughing into truck and being spun around 180 degrees, crooked lines ~, ,the hill palntod Sunday will be : 
i 
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gildala Kicks Off Spring Fair 
Kildala Elementary 
School in Kitimat has a 
"big one" on for spring 
warm-up. The school's 
sixth annual Spring Fair 
is being held tonight, 
Wednesday, at 7 p.m. and 
will run until 9 p.m. 
The fair hosts a giant 
bake sale, cake auction 
and decorating contest 
with a raffle for the mild 
amblers, a bingo for the 
cky gamblers and a 
plant sale and book sale 
for the censored hor- 
ticulturalists. 
Principal at Kildala, 
Cyril Portman, promises 
a good time for all and 
urges public support. 
"Procceds of the fair are 
used to finance choir, 
athletics, music, field 
trips and other student 
activities not fully ac- 
comodated in the school 
budget", says Portman. 
Pupil works and games 
will be on display at the 
fair. Students and 
~ rents may .enter the ke sale to fight for the 
prize given to decorators 
of the finest cake in both 
parent and student 
categories. 
Raffling tickets are 
being sold by Klldala 
students at I0c each or 25 
for $2. Chances are good 
on twenty prizes valued 
between $15 and $25, 
• donated by local mer- 
chants, IF a person has a 
ticket - there is definitely 
no prize for those who the spring fair can match 
don't buy a ticket, the $1000 promised by the 
To keep things on a government he school 
high note the Mount might yet make that look 
Elizabeth Secondary at Cook's landmarks, 
School stage band .will The fair is the largest 
accompany the fair, and annual elementary ac- 
staying with 'airy' tivity that any one school 
subjects, there will be hosts eachyear. With the 
helium balloons for sale. support of the public 
Principal Portman funding for many 'extra- 
says the proposed trip to curricular' activities is 
Captain Cook's historical made possible. 
landmarks has received a Once again, the time is 
conditional ~rant from '7 p.m. at Kildala 
the provincml govern-.Elementary School on 
taunt. If p,oceeds from Columbia Street, tonight. 
Principal of Kfldala elementary school Cyril 
Portman holds one of the prizes to be given sway 
at the 6th annual Kiidala Spring Fair, tonight at 
p.m. at the school. 
Ill I 
District Labour Council Seeks 
Asylum For Chilean ' 
Nightletter 
To -- Hon. Bud Cullen, 
Minister of Employment 
and Immigration, ~ House 
of Commons, Ottawa, 
0~. . .  Mr. Galindo 
Madrid, Political 
Refugee from Chile. 
At the regular March- 
78 meeting of the Kitimat- 
Terrace and District 
Labour Council the 
following message was 
drafted and tmanmaously 
endorsed, 
"Whereas -- Canada 
stands firmly in defense 
of democracy and a 
policy of universal 
Human Rights, and 
Whereas -- the Current 
military junta in power in 
Chile took and  holds 
office through military 
force and bloody 
repression "in blatant 
defiance of basic Human 
Rights, and 
Whereas -- Canada has 
traditionally and proudly 
offered political refuge to 
victims of such op- 
pressive systems of 
Government, and 
whereas '-- the Unit6d 
Nations and. the ~ World 
Cot/ncil of Churches have 
repeatedly inspected and 
condemned • the political 
situation in Chile, and 
have called upon nations 
such as ourselves to act 
upon our convictions in 
Defense of those who are 
being vicitmized by the 
. 











































The Honour Roll for 
Caledonia Senior 
Secondary, based on the 
final marks from the 
report card •issued on 
April 19th, has now been 
determined. The Honour 
Roll is constructed in 
three categories on the 
following basis, using the 
marks from all the 
courses that a student is 









Pinochet dictatorship in 
Chile today; 
Therefore, 
Be it resolved that 
Canada offer this same 
refuge and protection to 
Mr. Galindo Madrid, 
currently seeking 
political refugee status in  
Canada after having 
escapedfrom Chile, used 
false identification, 
was sent back to Chile by 
Vancouver Immigration 
authorities only to turn up 
more recently on the 
,'disappeared persons" 
list! , 
What has become of 
that young man, Mr. 
Minister? And what fate 
suri~ly awaits Mr. 
Madrid, a known Political 
activist and now military 
deserted the  Chilean 
Army, participated in 
pol it ical act iv i t ies  
deemed illegal by the 
present regime, and 
widely known to have 
publicly criticized the 
present Government_of 
Chile for its now • 
notorious laughter and 
torture of prisoners 
sympathetic to the 
Democratically-elected 
government fo the late 
President Salvador 
Aliende, and 
Be it further resolved 
that -- this Labour 
deserter? If you reject 
this man's request for 
asylum also, then what 
meaning can there be in 
ourclaimto 
humanitarian principles 
and to offer a_program of
of political refuge to those 
in need? 
If the credibility of the 
Canadian. system of 
government is to be 
maintained inthe eyes of 
the world, then 
humanitarian justice 
must prevail in such 
cases as-this. And-if-the-= 
credibility of the in- 
Cook Revisited 
By Grade Sevens 
• An educational tour of 
the west coast landmarks 
first visited by Captain 
James Cook in .1778 is 
being offered for grade 
seven students at Kildala 
Elementary School in 
Kitimat. 
A group of about forty 
students could' travel to 
Kelsey Bay for Port 
Alberni to Victoria and 
return to Kitimat in eight 
days commencing June 
10, if public support of the 
schoo!'s fund• raising 
activities meets 'hopes 
and dreams' of school 
• administration, 
Prior to the trip 
students would be 
required to take an im- 
mersion course on the 
sites and history of the 
areas to be visited, 
Supervision of the trip 
will include chaperones 
and self-reliance. 
Students will be required 
to complete an •assign-. 
ment on the trip upon 
return, 
The Bi-Centeunial 
celebration won't end 
with the trip - instead it 
would just begin for the 
students of Kildala, 
More on the trip when 
or if it happens. 
Boa bitten 
by Boy 
(AP) -- The ownerof a 
boa constrictor has sworn 
out a warrant against a 
man she says bit half an 
inch off her pet's tail. 
Court recor~ show 
that Naomi Mildre~l 
A court magistrate, 
who asked that his name 
not be used, said Tuesday 
that Miss Anderson was 
"quite upset" when she 
came to his office to file 
the charges. 
Anderson of Morganton 
charged in the warrant "She had the snake 
that Keith Sturling, about with her over the 
18, bit the snake while it. weekend and she said he 
• was resting in the back of came over to her car and 
her car. She estimated bit the tail off," the of- 
the damage at $25. ficial said. "She wanted 
some type of justice to the 
Sturling is scheduled to boi~ for biting the snake's be tried Friday in district 
court here. " ." 
TIKLA FOREST PRODUOTS LIMITED 
Our Fort St. James Division, operating a Stud 
Plat~,- Dimension Planer, two Dimension 




The Planer Mil l  Supervisor is responsible for the 
, efficient operation of, the Planer and all related 
'~U|l)ment, . 
Council stress upon the cumbent government- is The successful candidate will have a minimum 
government of Canada to be maintained in the five to six years experience In the operation of 
and its Minister of Ira- eyes of the Canadian high production planer equipment and will have 
migration the gravity of political refuge to those in good supervisory skills and management ability. 
Mr. Galindo Madrid's commitment to Human i Located .:100 miles west .of Prince George by 
situation and the almost,, Rights .,must,,be placed ~ l  ~: i~a'uf'iful.~ S[u, iirt Lake, i=ort" ]St~ Jamesi,s a 
:certain death~ ..which : . : , ,~before  ...... ~.any~.~utile~.~ ~,l -;:,,6i6dein~gi~i~iig ~h~,m.u.ity~gL2aoo. pe ple; The 
awaits him should he be economic or Political 
forced to return to Chile, considerations •which location offers an active community life plus " 
unlimited outdoor recreation. , 
rejected by theGovern- might otherwise be in the 
ment of the People Of balance in deciding on Send your resume to: 
Canada." Mr. ~Madrid's fate. 
The above resolution is We trust that. Justice, , •David Yarmlsh 
based on a well researced and good judgement will ~. i':. : '~. I~ox to0o 
awareness of, the in- prevail so' that"Canada ' ~ ' / '  Prince George, B.C.V2N2K3 
to le rab le  po l i t i ca l  might take pride in this 
climate .in Chile today, fact rather than live with 
We are particularly the shame o f  having , 
cognizant of the number failed a fellow human 
of so-called isappeared being in such a fateful 
persons presently ~ing time of need . .  Ter raee  
sought by relatives from Yours in Justice for AlL !~ ~ ~ \  
within Chile and the ~ • 
'United Nations, the Kitimat-Terrace & ~' I N C O M E  
World Council of chur- District Labtur council 
ches  (including the Box743,.Terrace 
Churches of Canada' and B.C. TAX 
Amnesty International, V8G 4C3 ~ ~v~'~/ 
cite only some of the. 635-4747 
concerned international 635-1333t604, : ~ : ~ ~  S E R V I C E  
bodies currently acting " 
on their beliefs in this SAVE .THOSE O I ,D  ! " . , .~ \  635-2525 
deplorable situation. PUFFS 
We believe it is Old powder puffs make -'PERSONAL AND SMALL BUSINESS 
noteworthy for the excellent applicators for ~NCOME TAX PREPARATION 
Minister of Immigration shoe andsflver polish, but • 
to give special attention be sure to wash them ~ ~ /"NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY': 
to the fact that only five thoroughly first. ~ S l  O 
months ago a yojng _ ~ • and  
Chilean named An- REMOVE ONION up  
tichiviche, w i th  no SMELL 
"C+" is 1, and no mark is 
below a "C". 
OUTSTANDING 
ACHIEVEMENT 




John Petersen ', 
Vida Schooner 











greater than 2.25; Paola Druando 
HONOURABLE MEN- Mariann Field 
TION minimum Cheryl Flury 
average greater than Daniella Kanneberg 
1.75; Marcee Kovits 







. . . . . .  • 
. -  . . . 
The intersectiol; of Ifaisla and I,ahakas St..ty(.t.~ in'Kitimat jammed aftei. 
Damais accident Monday night. 
Gerald Vanderkwaak previous political in- 
Line Vienneau volvements on his record, 




The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day 
Saints (The Mormons) 
will hold a quarterly 
conference at the 
Thornhill Elementary 
School on April 29 and 
30th. Attending the 
Conference will be 
members of the church 
the Terrace District 
which ilmludes Terrace, 
Hazeitbn, Kitimat, 
Prince,~,Rupert, and their 
surrouh~ing areas. 
~iie~l: Fletcher,' 
President' of the Terrace 
District, commented that 
the topic qf th'e Sauurday 
night secession which 
begins at 7.30 p.m. will 
cover the subject of the 
youth. He farther stated 
thai the. 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday secession will 
cow,r a critical eyes view 
of the progress ul let| 
t l l :~t r l t : t  i l l  tht~ pab i . ,  w i , c rL  
we stand today, and what 
we will be in the future. 
Also attendign the 
conference will be Steven 
J. Scott, President of the 
CanadaVancouver 
Mission which includes 
all'of the province of B.C. 
south of the Peach River. 
Elder Scott, formerly of 
Salt Lake City, Utah, has 
temporarily interrupted 
a promising career in 
banking to serve as 
Presidnet of the nfission. 
Accompanying Eider" 
Scott will be his coun- 
selors Humphries, of 
Vancouver, and Stone 
Alma Smith of Penticten. 
All those who are in- 
terested in attending the 
conference are invited. 
For further information 
please eonlac[ Allen 
Fletcher at 635.37'" or 
I)oug ('larke at (;35.6l;20. 
Rub dry mustard on 
your hands after peeling 
onions to remove the  
onion 'bdor, then wash 
hands. 
• 4602 LAZELLE  AVE.  






INSTRUCTORS, open, 7:00 a'.m.-3:00 . p.m. 
.$.5.60-$~.40 i~er hour ,  General babysitting, 
~ours will vary depen- $7.00 per day. 4) In ero- 
ding on type of course any ployers home or out-two 
person able to corn- references required- 
municate+] skill, trade or Terrace area. child 6 
+' .,..l'est tu ~ group of months-exp, with babies 
' ~ ~ S L ' + ~: ' : L ' a must-full time says 
' ,+.}OEKEEPEH, 1 $8.00 per:day. 5) In era- 
• .,am.y, $6~;;;.00 bi+ ployers home-live in-two 
,-:vk;y ~.~,-,4 '"ertime. To !etters of reference are 
~, assist aecounlant with required. Gossin Creek 
cost distr~uution. Ac- area-shift work-some 
+, i rots payable and housework-ful l  t ime 
gcaeral duties. $200.00 per month plus 
PLUMBER, I vacancy, room and board. 6) In 
i Uniop rate. Must be fury employers home-two 
~i experienced, in service references required-in 
work and construction, Thernhiil area must have 
:+. occasional overtime is own transportation-3 
~+ required. . children-some 
~: FALLERS, 7 openings, hou~,~pork-full t ime 
$135.00 per day, and eveniffghours. $t0.00per 
:+.i bonus depend~g on day negotiable. 7) In 
: experience. Must be employers home-two 
~ experienced in West references required-in 
+ Coastlogging, twoyears. Terrace area. Babysit- 
Saws are provided. In tingduties-eveningsonly- 
Prince Rupert. 1 child, P/z months old. 
RECEPTIONIST, 1 
opening, $3.50 per hour. 
Reception duties 
minimal, typing, 
telephone, recept ion 
duties, and billing. 
REGISTERED 
NURSE, 1 vacancy. $6.® 
per hour depending on 
experience. Performing 
office nursing services. 
NIGHT AUDITOR, 1 
opening, $5.13 per hour. 
Must be able to handle 
full audit duties. Must be 
able to control security of 
the hotel. 
,, BABYSITTERS- 
URGENT, open, 1) In 
employers home- 
Thornhill area must have 
own transportation. 1
child. Alternate weeks - 
must be non-smoker. 
$7.00 per day. 
2) In employers home- 
$5.00 per day. 
COOK, 1 vacancy, 
$1,000.00 to $1,200.00 
depending on+xperience. 
Will be required to 
manage kitchen and staff 
and tofunction as t+ead 
cook -- should be fully 
experienced in food 
costing and menu 
p!anning 
STATIONARY 
ENGINEER, 1 opening,. 
$1,470.00 per monfh plus. 
Routine maintenance 
care of' steam t~plant 
(maintenance of'[Mant 
and lodge.) 
AGENT, 1 vacancy, 
$800.00 to $1,200.00 a 
month. Training of one 
year provided, should 
have background and 
interest in economics. 
SHOE REPAIRMAN. 1 
REGISTERED 
NURSES, 2 openings, 
$7.90 per hour. 
Registered in medical- 
surgical shift work, 8-4, 4- 
12, 12"8. 
ELECTRICIAN, • 1 
opening, I.W.A. Rate. 
. Must be certified. 
AUTO MECHANICS. 
various. $9.00-$9.80 per 
hour depending on ex- 




vacancy, $1,286.00 per 
month depending on 
experience. ~Iust be able 
to supervise lab staff, 
machine maintenance 







opening.. $9.60 ~/~ hr. 
Uncertified, $9.80 z/z hr. 
certified. Must have 
minimum of~one" year's 
experience carbide and 
land. 
ACCOUNTANT, 1 
opening, $1,200.00 a 
month depending on 
experience. Must be able 
to do full set of books 
including f inancial  
statements. 
LIBRARIAN, 1 
open ing ,  $1,800.00- 
$2,300.00 a month 
depending on experience. 
Amalgamation. 
Referendum 
, 'VICTOKIA ZRL) -- dered Monday will be 
Municipal Affairs held June 17. 
• Minister Hugh Curtis has The population of 
ordered an Duncan is about 4~500, 
amalgamation • while the population of 
referendum for voters of North Cowkhan is =ibout 
North Cowichan and 12,200. 
Dunean on south Van- 
couver Island. Nuclear eactors in the 
United States total 82 in 
The referendum or- 27 states. 
. I 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, InveStigate the advantages of this rent- 
to4wn plan.  A l l  monies paid eppiy to  purchase. Why 
t ie  up your  cash or  borrowing power.  1st end lest 
months rent end dr ive  away.  
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 pickup 
$141.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
or simply return 
78 Camaro HT 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
71 Econol ine Van 
$13&.00 per month 
letse end price 
$1#75.00 
or s!mply return 
71 Zephyr Sedan 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price! 
$1,825.00 t 
or s imply  re turn  
78 C 100 C~ev p~J 
$129.00 per month 
lease end pr ice 
$1,815.00 
or s imply return 
71 Dodge Van 
$1~9.00 per month 
lease end  price 
$1,875.00 " 
or s imply  return 
two references required- opening. $800.00 per $2,028.00 
in Terrace, 2 children- mbnth. Must be able to ,,o[ simply return 
shift work-full time $9.00 eperate all standard le Fiats s dr. 71 FlSO 4 x 4 7e 01ds Cutlass 
per day. 3) In employers equipment and machines $99.oo per month $155.00 par month $139.00per month 
home-two' references involved with the trade, lease end pr ice  lease  end pr ice  lease  end  pr i ce  
required-Terrace area. COOK, 1 vacancy, $1400.00 ' $2375.00 [$2,025.00 
Must  have ow,  t ran-  $8OO.00 per month .  Must  or simply return ~r  simply return I or simply return• 
sportation-1 child-l) lmve experience " in / I II I 
inonths old, hours are orientalfoodpreparation. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
. . . .  -~ . . . .  ," . . . . .  , , ,~ .  - - ' ? ,  ...+ CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ImHARDS 
i+ ~ ~~<+¢~. 'q . . _~ ; e ~  I "EL.O.TLEASiNO LTd. 
I.;;.,< ~,  . j , ]~?-- ,~4~. L4PC'</~j----~----q I ItdOMARIHE DRIVE . 
14~, /~f i+~ ~ I0;""+.':F v~t ~I I "ORTHVANCOUVER, B.C.O.00479A 
S~me people believed they  could cure, baldness by  wind-  I I I 
in~ eels around their  heads. • . . . .  • • . • + . 
~.~.~.~:::::~:~:;:~:~.~.~:.~.~:~:~::~~;~;~;~;..;~;~;~;~;~;~:;..;~;~;~.~:;~.:~..;:;~.~;:;~.:~:~:~.:.:..::~::~::~:~:~:::~;~.~ 
:;:;: ;: ;::: .:.: .:. :.:. :.:. :. :.:~ :. :.:.:.::::::::::::: ..;.-; : :; :;:-:.:,.'.:::.::: .-; :; :;:;;; .';:.:.:.;:: .:.:..'.:.::::::: .- :::;:; :;:;:;.. ;:.:. :;:. :;:;:; ..;:.:.:; .:;: .: .:. :.:~:.:-:; :;:;:;: ;:;:;:;: .:.:; :.: ;:; :.:; :. :;:..-;:;:. :;: ;: .: ..,...; : : .: .:,: 
LITTLE MAMMA'S JAMTARTS 
c.e. Benefit" Dance + 
April .27' 1978 
• Ukra, nian aa+ll 
$7.00 per person. 
I ' ' "  ' " ' ' ' 
7:00  • ,,. Re f reshments  
' Supper  8 
?, 
+ LIVE MUSIC "9:00 till ??? 
+'+:+: TICKETS IUlUBLE FROM ' ! 
++is ki ttle Marna ' 635'5722 
Dine- 638,1952 
r 
'Sandman Inn - 635-9151 
f %~%%%~%%%~+~%%~*~;%%%%~;~;%%%?;?;?;?+:~-%*.~.%~*~*.~;~%*~+~;~;%~ ,*~ ' ;%' , ,  * . *+, . *  +%*.*.,.,.,~*.,i*~,=*~*;%%,~%*,%',°,%',',',%',%',%%'+%%%%%o,,,,,,,,,,,%,,%%%,,% • l ,  i , ,  l ,  l , , ,  %1, ,  + , . , ,  l l i . ,  l i * l * * *  + • + %%?,%?. -~+. ,++1"* ' * ' * 'e ' *  + %%%?**~% °+'* ' * '1%_%* j%%%" %%%%-++%'1"* ' * ' * ' * ' * '1+*  * • i *~+ * • I * * * I * * * t * * * ~ + • * * * • * * + I i * • + 
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2nd Debut ,,0+, ,w.. .e ..+m, *4.19 
Rose Mi lkSk in  
Care Cream 240ml *.1.29 
Head & Shoulders 
Lotion Shampoo +m*l, 
Clairol Condition +o,. ~2. ,  
Clairol Instant. Condition ,o,. *~.4~ If 
Milk Plus 6 Shampoo ~:O,~'r,e,, .ore$2 .29  11~' 
OilofOlay,o0+, + ~ '3'99 I[i 
.. ....... ++. , ,S9  + ]iIi 
.......... + 
+0:my,, III 
' . . , ,  III 
I AA +,,.,+ +'-+.+.  III
I Cor D.,.e,+..d 79; [ III 
9V +,0,l. 79' so+ 1 III 
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Abuse of Privilege r 
The public, at election time, votes for eitiznes This can be overcome by expropriation when rate eliminated, and a few well placed firings of 
the owner demands an exorbitant price. to represent them -- on the city council and on 
the schoo! beards, and on the hospital beards, 
etc. 
Strange then, is it not (for wont of stronger 
language) that these so elected "sl~oul'd 
decide, more and more, to hold portions of" the 
council meetings, and schobl board meetings "in 
camera" - - f rom which we --  who have elected 
them -- are excluded? 
Oncea subject is discussed "in camera" does 
this then absolve the elected members from 
being accountable to those who elected them? 
Should the public not he told --  every time a 
m.eeting, is held in camera - -  why it' was 
necessarY to do so? 
Who of us -- now, let's be honest about this - -  
has not been told by. the IFivfleKed few --  with 
whispered admonitions to keep it in confidence 
- -  about some of the matters thus discussed in 
secret? 
Lets take a look at what, by any stretch of the 
imaginion is so "confidential" it must be 
discussed only behind closed doors: -  
The possible purchase ~c .'oal estate, under the 
excuse that if word got out the city was going to 
purchase land or buildings the owners would 
jack the price up or engage in land specula~,on? 
Personalities, eviction otices, raises in utility 
rates, neighbourhood problems? To suppose a 
dozen or so men and women are going to keep the 
matter "private" with beneficial effects is pure 
presumption. Next we will have the city fathers 
and mothers and t rus t ,  s deciding to censor 
our mail, our newspapers, radio and TV 
programs because a select., few presmn ably 
know better than we do what we should or snoma 
not be allowed to hear and see. 
Hospital Boards? Ah! Some say. That is dif- 
ferent. In medicine and health care there is a 
sensitive area where "pr ivacy" ,  "con- 
fidentiality", ethics" and a host of other social 
mores come into play.• 
Rubbish! So the minister's wife contracts a
social disease, and Docter se-and-se has had a 
shocking percentage of,his patients "cured" by 
the undertaker! When there was Blank number 
of deaths at a local institution during a flu 
epidemic two or three years ago it was decided/ 
by someone that it would not be in the public 
interest to release the figures.. "The public Would 
panic." Had the public known, who is to say 
there would not have been an immediate in- 
~,,estigation - -and  the causes of the high death 
staff taken place! 
Jane Doe, schoolteacher, becomes pregnant. 
The school hoard goes into an "incamera" 
session to discuss the pros and cons of the 
"problem". That is how it used to be - -  back in 
the "good old days". Jane Doe would "leave 
quietly" --  and "all would be well." True? Not 
• so. The knowing winks and nods. The gossip that 
the HEAL reason she had left was she was seeing 
too much of  the married principal - -  and so on. 
Pregnancies -- of school staff and students, 
like sex education, social disease, theft, rape and 
other misconduct, - - can, if need be, dealt with 
out in the open in a much healthier way than the 
"closed door", in camera, routine. It is the 
secrecy, the cloak and dagger effect, that turns 
the pure and wholesome into the pornographic, 
sleazy, dirty, gossip-tainted subject matter fit 
only for the graffitti - -  covered walls of public 
:orieLs. 
John Doe isn't shaping up so well as a teacher. 
He has slipped quite a bit, .and the superin- 
tendent is seriously contemplating firing him -- 
m' recommending .his dismissal., But the 
superinendent is afraid that if he does recom- 
mend his resignation J. Doe will makea  fuss. So 
he wants to meet in camera with the School 
#:. 
Board to d|.~e11.~.~ it, first• Would this be ~a 
legitimate reason for an in-camera sessiod? 
Should the public be allowed to sit in on such a 
meeting? Would it not embarrass J. Doe -- who 
is  nearing retirement, and any undue, adverse 
publicity could affect his chances for em- 
ployment for the few teaching years he has left? 
If the super, fs worth his salt, he will he quite 
capable of handling J. Doe without having to get 
the support of the hoard at an in camera session. 
If he isn't HE should be replaced! ' 
O.K. Then.  What 's  le f t  that  requires regular ,  
in-camera sessions in city council or school 
beard, or hospital board, or Skeenaview board; 
or district board, or in the various departments 
of government and civil service --  such as let's 
say, Department ofHuman Resources, Unions"  
(government and non-government). Church 
beards --  too-- and so on down (or up) through 
the myr iad  groups, organizations councils, 
cabinets, political parties, our society is con- 
founded by? 
The public has a right to demand an ex- 
planation for every occasion the deliberations of
• its elected members are conducted behind 
"dosed" doors, on a regular basis. There HAS to 
be an exception to every rule. Exceptions, yes - -  
to this rule too. But exceptions - -  only; and 
• nothing more. 
61lEST EDITORIAL (LOCAL-) 
That "Little Fat Dave Act" Just lsn "t .,4 Winner t. 
The most significant result of former premier 
Dave Barrett's swing through the Northwest 
may have been one .the Soereds would have 
desired to bring about but almost certainly 
would have failed to do as effectively. 
I 'm referring • to Barret and Co.'s demon- 
stration that the party has learned very little 
from it's defeat in 1975 and consequently their 
chances of seriously challenging the Socreds are 
poor. " 
Jud..ging by the large crowds in Prince Rupert 
and Kihmat, the old strategies would appear to a 
casual observer to be still relevant. The locals 
warmed to the Barrett charm and laughed at all 
the old gags in the absence of any new ones; They 
hooted on cue when he trotted out the Socred roll- 
hack of succesiou duties, a nasty capitalisttrick 
that he has. turned to comic advantage and used 
constantly since it's passage two years ago. The 
 uHIOKEN*!, ,. 
For the past few weeks the Herald has been 
getting a steady barrage of letters and telephone 
calls complaining of abuses in the hiring and 
favouring of teachers by the School Board. 
The calle~, and writers and visitors --  some of 
them, certainly sounded sincere, to us. We 
listened. We published the letters of a few who 
wrote for publication. We refrained from 
publishing others the writers intended for our 
eyes only. 
In most eases we urged them to attend the 
School Board meetings and raise their 
self-deprecating " l i t t le  Fat Dave" number 
which has fo~med the backbone of his routine 
since 1972, was given an enthusiastie r ception 
once again. 
Neverthless, party memhers might do well to 
look a little harder at the act and it's' probable 
consequences. They should remember that a 
similar routine, characterized by an avoidance 
of discussion of topical issues formed the bulk of  
the parties defances in the last election cam- 
,.l~'gn. And while David left the voters holding 
;heir sides with his witty repartee they 
recovered to vote for dry earnest Bill Bennett 
who was determinedly plugging issues on every 
platform in the province. They had simply gone 
for what appeared to be leadership. 
The party should also remind themselves that 
after the '75 disaster there was a general 
determination ~ among members not to fight 
. ~, ~,!,,~. ~<t ;. 
grievances. We assured them the shcool beard 
would give them a hearing, and we would be 
there, too. 
Well  - -  Monday night was School Board night, 
in Terrace. How'many of these grieved writers; 
phoners, and callers turned up at the meeting - -  
which was attended also by members of the news 
media who would have assured them their 
grievances would ha~'e received public repor- 
tage? 
• Can you guess how many? 
Not a single one! 
Letters to the editor 
Oalls Offer A "Oop- Out". 
Editor, Terrace Daily Public Meeting. 
Herald; " Everything will be 
What a ,cop-out" - -  "confidential". 
inviting the public. No Discrimination is a secret 
School Beard will discuss weapon, held behind 
anything to do with em- closed doors. 
ployees or hirings at a That's when you are 
Feels Staff Unfairly Treated 
really "fighting phan- have to suffer in silence 
tom's" and are toldthet and not be a nuisance to 
you just "have an axe to anyone. Andthey have 
grind". The trustee can been "devoting all their 
get her hushand to be time and energy to the 
righteously indignant but job", too. • 
the employee and family J.L.W. 
another'election n the basis of little fat Dave, 
• armed only with his flashing Wit, standing alone 
against the capitalist Goliath while the 
remainder of the party watched in confident 
expectation from a safe vantage-point. I  would 
appear from this visit, that those lessons have 
again been forgotten. 
It is difficult, when watching BarretteS per- 
formance and his interaction .with party 
members not to be reminded of John Diefen- 
baker and that honoured gentleman's relation to 
the federal conservatives. Like Barrett, Diet led 
his party almost singlehandediy to-victory in 
1958 but' was turfed out five years later when 
voters realized that while he was a'lovable guy 
his talents didn't include organization. To be fair 
to Barrett, his record of passing ood legislation 
• puts Diet in the shade and for that matter, nearly 
every other politician in Canadian history. The 
• • . f ' "  
'L .-" • '  
/ 
~'~"~ 
' ~' : '~ i ' "  
• " ~"!~,..',,~i' ~'i', ,  .o o .• } 
' . . .  
# 
analogy becomes tronger when we observe 
their influence on their respectiveparties after 
• their defeats. Diet drove a deep rift in the Con- 
servatives through his failure to step aside 
graeefnlly and hung on to bedevil the leadership 
of Bob Stanfield and even' that of Joe Clarke. 
Barrett is deemed irreplaceable by N.D.P. 
regulars, even by those who fully recognize his 
deficiencies. A sense of futility in regard to the 
leadership ervades the party. 
The Conservatives never came to grips with 
the problem presented by the "Chief" who 
recently, at age 84, again won the nomination i  
Prince'Albert. The N.D;P. in B.C. has no better 
prospects of resolving the Barrdtt situation 
which almost certainly means a victory for the 
Soereds in a '78 or early '79 election. It is, all in 
all, a dreary choice for the electorate. 
l h i l tT  ~*~i t l l l  
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Editor, Terrace Daily dispelling of the ugly If "Doe" is going to dedicated and yet has ~!# , - t~  Ct  ~!t {i~~i~!~i~:~ii~i~!~i~ii~I~i~i~ii~i~:~ii~i~i~!~:~~~ 
• . pp . eritleized, he is going to decisions of others. And ]" la3  a r ' " ' " , '" ld like ~ atd of. thts we re made more money thl ~ | ear than we can a ord, presume you wou " Harrison. believes, that. his be a busy man. Many_ . . . .  that is '~vh.v these n , . . ,!fJ~- 
me to respond. . . wife was bemg singled others work hard a~d put decisions have to be . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . _  
My letter to you.w.nic.n out. Of that, he is the best in long hours, includinR questioned and' why, StA~I 'F St__ _~ , , J _ _ i  L . . . . .  u)cai school mxes wm De aisappointea mat me 
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m.promouons ana nwing followed, that . is •absolved them from prejudice' ' m~ UA i~W,y ' materialized, ~raay said. inundations of the Me- 
outside District No 88, sl nificant as the must r ticism in thl " " , He added e was Math Comm k ' r "g " Y . b i t in  e i , S t i l l quest lon ing  "B .C .  Teachers  The higher figure h ission. : 
..and .also as ed p a - have been latent waiting past.~he teaching staff " • t" n resident P t Id have increased -- r ne = . . Federa lo p a wou ~ 
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Sun Life to 
leave Quebec 
TORONTO (CP) .  Sun Sun Life president 
Life Assurance Co. of ThomasGait. 
Canada policyholders The federal, govern- 
voted overwhelmingly lent ,  a policyholder, 
Tuesday to move the announeed Mot~dayit was 
company's head office to voting *against he pro- 
Toronto from Montreal. posed move and urged 
The vote, including other policyholders to do 
policyholder proxies, wa s l ikewise. 
more than 83 per cent in Holden had tried un- 
Constable Thomas Brian 
King, 40, a seven-year 
veteran of the RCMP, 
was slain early today and 
his body thrown into the 
South Saskatchewan 
River after he had 
stopped a vehicle on a 
routine highway check. 
Police told a n~.ws 
conference that s third 
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RCMP slain after Construction industry 
rout ine auto check after wage increase, 
were  f i r s t  a le r ted  when ;horter week 
an abandoned RCMP 
cruiser was found in the 
early morning on High- 
way 11. 
He said a constable 
apparently was shot after 
stopping a 'vehicle for a 
routine check on High- 
way 11 at 51st Street 
about 12:45 a~n.  n " 
~ity, had been alone in a 
marked police cruiser. 
Police said he ap- 
parently had been driven 
from the highway area to 
the Queen Elizabeth 
power station, about six 
ldlometres away, where 
be was shot and his body 
dumped in the river. The 
body was recovered a few 
hours after the police 
A spokesman for one of Trades Council will begin 
the unions bargaining as negotiating this week 
part of a construction with the Construction 
mdustry joint council Labor Relations 
said Monday construction Association on behalf of 
workers will seek a 15- 25,000 members of 17 
per:cent wage increase construction unions in the 
and a 32-hour work week. province. 
The British Columbia This year is the first 
been conducted on an :  
industry-wide basts. The . 
plumbers union is the 
only union not included, 
but a plumbers' 
spokesman said Monday 
the demands being 
escnted by the joint 
y are similar to those 
of his union. 
favor of the move. successfully to obtain an suspect had been ap- King, who had been 
The vote percentage Ontario Supreme Court prehended in connec_tion Dalrol]ing north of the investigation began, and Yukon Building time negotiations have 
was given in an interim injunction to have with.helot,dent. They I 1 all" 
ate.he meeting,by the scrutineerSattended Tu sday'smeetingdelayed for s x months, saidsaskatoonearliermen thathad beentW° nt  ~ lances  {::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~ . . .  . ~ 
byaboutg00participating taken into custody for fO  Nat ,  bus iness  :' pblicyholders. The corn- Holden said after the questioning, r yes  
~lete breakdown was to meeting that the action ' King, originally from " !~i ii:: 
bereleasedlaterTuesday before the Ontario courts Manitoba, served with OTTAWA (CP) ~ The holdings. This group m i~ ~ 
at the meeting, seeking to invalidate the the force in Sask~ttoon for National Indian working to give Indians Not  l i s ted  in  o . r  i il 
A lnst-ditch attempt by move "will be in limbo seven years. He is sur- Brotherhood~ the court- greater control over their 
S " the. federal government for a while and could be rived by his wife, Marie, try's most _powerful In- resources and to use and a group headed by activated at any time if of Saskatoon and three dian political group, is them for .economic and * $ a ~  sen Te l  D:reotorya .:.:~ 
MontreaitawyerRichard the company acta against children aged 12, fO and quietly building in- political gaul. : ' . '~~]~,  TERRACEVETERINARYMEDICALCENTRE-iSS-3300 ~i:: 
Hold-- fulled to prevent its formal declarat ion nine, ternational alliances tbat  "1~1e unnamed t alliance, : i i~~/  AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL ,- 635.2040 i:i: 
the move, first an- that the move is only a Police said the offe- could l~iveit considerable tentatively se to meet 
hoeneed in January by paper move." car's weapon is missing, clout m its struggle for next month in Denver to ~il ~ BOVDS BODY SHOP. 63S-9410 i~ 
U"  .t~C1[A" i An RCMP spokesman .,-determination. , maxe more formal W~-  ' r~_  TERRACEOIL.UnNERSEn¥1cES-+qtS-412, 
=,  _1  - - - "  . . . . .  '0**=e ..+ ., +i 
JPJ U g - -  . . . . . . .  br in  l TH'E HOBBY HUT ' 6" '9"S  . ++ n an  ere  _ arrested in the city +..~.:.+~ ,+.. +^..,~ , . . . . .  n demgned to g al u~.mu mv vvm.u ~,~,~,.,,,~ - -~.4,. , ,  T , ,a ; .  n . , , , t i t s , , .  1 and a second, who bad • -,o+ . . . . . . .  v . . . . .  ment  of  Iud lgenous  Peop le  • ~ / ~ e ~  ettl fledon foot, was arrested ,..,~+- .,ms"+' ,..+""h...,+...~.+~l..,..,..w., fore.  together, ugamst, ii s e by the RCMP at a ,. _ . . . , . . . . .  ; .  +^.. government pelicnes not THREE RIVERS WORKSHOP-63S.2238 
~La pm~slpas ,  m 6 u ,  .v~" fnvne~hle  tn I nd ians  . 
roadblock about 5 a.m, miug an impressive, as "~-,~,';~;~,~-m~-~- " - - ' GEMINI EXCAVATING- 635.3479 
They released no yet unnamed, United- '~'.'..,."~..~.".'~t.'~'~ " .  . . . .  ~ ~m~ r ~  I Free-  for 'ONE n~onth courtesy of THE officials, details about the third ,~,.,~ ~....~ . . ; .  . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  ~,,,-v v, 
~,~,~=-u~=u ~. , . , ,~.  10 are the National • l ~,O I V  ; DALLY HERALD 
A shipping company 
which brought 1,-200 tens Under the act, ships 
of sperm oil into Port- carrying cargoes con- 
land, ORE., last Sop- sldered to be endangered 
,ember and spirited it species are forbidden to 
away through Vancouver travel within the three- 
has been fined $8,000 un- mile territorial limit. 
der the American En- Pedrick said low-level 
clangored Species Act, officials in the company 
John Pedrick, a may not have known that 
spokesmen for the United the ship was not even 
STATES National allowed to dock so the 
Oceanic and Atmospheric government settled for a 
Administration, said fine under the $10,000 
Monday. maximum and avoided 
= Pednck said in a court costs. 
telephenejnterviewfrom The ship docked in 
Seattle that an out-of- Vancouver for several 
court settlement was weeks, still carryin~its 
reached and the cheque $L2 million cargo, where 
was received Friday , . . . .  ' . the Greenpeace Foun- 
'.We ~ worn., m dation, an environmental 
gomg to get arounn ma[ nrnt~.finn or~,m 
they-can't do this kind of ~a~n'~l  ~'t~"~k:iits 
anymore," he said. "~t~__. 
th~g~eph John Boyles, . • 
the captain of the British- In late January, 
registered Stolt Llandaff, however, the oil was 
was charged after he transferred tothe hold of 
attempted to deck, the a 'Liberian-registered 
ship in Portland butwas .~er  whicn ietc quieuy 
lm~ed away by cuscoms:-~f0~Ua~n. 
• , ;~ '~,  ":.'~'~,~,~e. 
suspect. 
three are expected 
to appear in court later 
today. 
CRUISER FOUND 
S.Sgt. Ron Lawford 
said earlier that police 
It .also is establishlng 
relations with the Council 
of Energy Resource 
Tribes, a US. coalition of 
25 tribes with substantial 
coal, uranium.., oil and ~.S 
Congress of American 
Indians, the international 
Treaty Council, the 
militant American Indian 
Movement (AIM) and the 





improve penmons l STRIKE 
Public criticism of  control over how the 
company pensions is so money is invested. OF, 
in,ease that governments FERS NO SOLUTIONS 
soon legislate im- Yet despite these at- 
provements, represen- tacks, the industry has 
tativ.es of Canada's $30- fated to come up witi~ 
billion pension industry solutions,nhe said. 
were told today. "I am wonderingwhy 
"The momentum for so many well-intentioned 
change is now so experts have' spent so 
pawei'ful that a lot of tiie much energy defending 
very big decisions will be the system and so little 
made (by the goyem- energy in devising " - 
men,s) within the next provements to it," ~e  
few years," said Donald said. * 
Coxe, a member of the Coxe was speaking to 
Ontario royal corn- about 350 delegates at a 
mission on pensions, two-day meeting of the 
."The changes will..~. Canadian Pension 
immense," Coxe tOlO Conference, an organ- 
delegates at,a conference izatlon representing trust 
on,lie industry's future, and insurance com- 
~, "Anyone who thinks the panics, actuaries, pen- 
private pension system sien fund investors and 
~m survive with band- others in the private 
aids is either deluded or pension industry. They 
Ul-lnformed." administer a large part of 
Coxe said the royal the more than $30billion 
commission, which began invested from company 
hearings in February, pension funds. 
lias received more than* A large part of the dis- 
300 briefs, many of them cussions at the meeting, 
criticizing private, pen- entitled Decision Point, 
sions and' urgin~ that centre on government 
governments prowde the impact on the private 
bulk of r~eUrement in: pension industry. 
Come. • Earlier, ,conference 
:" H& said private pen- president Keith Cooper 
.lORd.re being attacked told delegates the future 
for failing to provide of the private pension 
adequate retirement in- 'system is "hanging in the 
balance" of a possible 
increased government 
come, for discriminating 
aealast women, for lack 
orportabtlity from job to role in providing 
job, for 'failing to offer retirement income. 
• protection against in- He was referring to 
ration and for being too proposals from many 
complicated for most i~oliticlaas nd organized 
people ..understand. representatives to in- 
He criticized the crease benefits p~d by 
private pension industry the Canada and Quebec 
for badly, managing pension plans, which now 
pension funds and for pay maximum benefits of 
~ailing to give employees ~1~ a month. 
Kelowna. shooting 
shooting and recovered a 
• highpowered rifle from 
bushes nearby. 
A police spokesman 
said about six shots were 
fired during the incident, 
- -  RCMP ha~;e identified 
Audrey Jean White, 43, 
and her son, Robert 
Perry Graves, 21,'es the 
two persons fatally shoc 
Monday in an incident 
outside their home. 
Acting on tips from 
neighbours,  pol ice 
arrested a snspectwithln 
about wo minutes of the 
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Toronto Maple Leafs 
have been fortunate that 
some of their journeymen 
have carried a big share 
of the load so far in the 
Stanley Cup playoffs and 
now their continued 
success will depend even 
more on the lesser lights. 
With the loss of star 
defenceman Borje 
Salming with a facial 
injury, the Leafs will be 
looking even more to 
players such as young 
Randy Car ly le  and 
veteran Mike Pelyk to fill 
in on defence while the 
Valiquette setup goals by 
Salming and Stan Weir in 
a 3-1 win that tied the 
bestof-seven quarter. 
final series against New 
York Islanders at 2-2. 
"Valiquette has played 
exceptionally well in this 
series," saidLeafs coach 
Roger Neilson. "Any 
time he's been on the ice, 
he's been very effective." 
OUT TEN DAYS 
The Leafs go back to 
Uniondale, N.Y., for the 
fifth game tonight 
without Salming, their 
all-star defenceman, who 
likes of Jack Valiquette, was ruled out of action for 
George Ferguson and 10 days by the injury 
Stan Weir will need to suffered -." Sunday's 
keep up their occasional game. 
sniping up front. Salming suffered a 
The Leafs depended gash over the right eye 
heavily on 40-goal scorers and a broken nose and 
DarryiSittlerand Lanny" was taken to hospital 
McDonald during the where he is to remain for 
regular season while a week. . 
Ferguson had only seven Neilson said defen- 
goals, Vaiiquette eight cemen lan Turnbul] and 
and W~ir 12. Brian (Blunt) Glennie 
In the playoffs, will get more ice 'time, 
Ferguson s..cored three while rookie Tr~'vor 
goals in the first game ef Johansen will continue 
the preliminary •round regular shifts with 
against Los Angeles Turnbull.* Carlyle, who 
Kings. And Sunday night, has been on the bench, 
] BCJHL suspension iifted _] 
TORONTO (CP)  - -  League, received an 
Gordon Renwick, injuction in B.C. pro- 
president of the Canadian vincial court last Friday 
Amateur Hockey Associ- allowing it to continue 
ation, confirmed today playing in the series. 
that Prince Albert ' . . . . . . . . . . .  The Centennials had 
tmtaerswm pray Merrltt h~n a,,anended by the 
Centennials in the Cen- - - -  - - -r  - , . . . . . . . .  B.C. Amateur Hockey 
~eamal t,up western aal . . . . .  • Association when they 
_.ttenwicK sm.a m a played Calgary Canucks 
tempnone inmrwew zrom of the, Alberta Junior 
Cambridge, Ont., that y ,~, ,  ~,,,,o ~, , 
reports the final series ~n&~nia[~-~l~'quahe~- 
had been abandoned were n., -~-'-- 
- - . .  - -  - - .  ~ , ,~|  ~|~D.  
not true, a(mmg ne nan 
received comfirmation The teams were under 
by telegram from the suspension because oF 
Merritt club that the finials in the Alberta 
series was still on. league refused to wear 
Merritt, of the British helmets during• their 
and Pelyk, will be 
rotated. 
"Any time you lose a 
great player it's bound to 
have a psychologieal 
effect," said Neiison. "I 
just hope the guys come 
up b ig . "  
The rookie Leafs coach 
said his team plans to 
keep up the heavy hitting 
which he believes has 
been effective so far 
against he Islanders. 
"We've said all along 
we were going to outhit 
them, which we have. 
Columbia Junior Hockey games. 20, Hamp.tofi and Shand 
21 and R,bble will turn 24 
I Penticton claims Clippers [ nn_We~In.esday.. 
t, . . ,, : "mere has necn some 
too  v io lent  I concern that lack of 
AAIO0, B.C. (CP) "They,, haven't, got the experience ' rmght" hurt 
-- Penticton .Veas pu~ed ,.guts,. he smd0ftheVees, the defenee but it hasn't 
out o! the  Bn!ish :. M.c~abb :offered: : ~ been apparent except in 
uo~umnla Jtmior:,.ecxey ~eonti~iueme temainaer o~ Sunday's 3-5 tie with the 
LeagUe final series with the series in Penticton: Czechoslovakia B team in 
Nanaimo Clippers He said he tried to talk to which the players had 
Monday, saying theMar t in  about the situ- " " 
ation, but the Vees coach 
refused. 
During the series, 
Nanaimo was given 39 of FORT WAYNE, Ind. 
75 minor penalties, 11 of (AP) - -  Arrest warrants 
22 majors, seven of 11 were issued Monday for 
misconducts, hreeof five Fort Wayne Komeis 
game misconducts and players Dave Norris and 
one of two match Mike Bolund, resulting 
penalties, from a .brawl m 
Clippers are too violent 
and dangerous to play. 
The Veas left here 90 
minutes before the fourth 
game of the best-of-seven 
series was to start, and 
about 800 fans and the 
Clippers turned up at the 
arena before the game 
was cancelled. 
Basebal l  d iamond schedule '78 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Men.  Tue  s. 
N.E. Agar  
#3 MBB 1 
S.E. Agar  
They're too good a team #2 
• not to fight back. I was Agar MBB 
hoping they would s.w. 
because the tougher this #1 
series is, the better Rot:azy 
chance we have to win." 
Philadelphia Flyers and 
Montreal Canadieus can R ivers ide LS  
1 wrap up their quarter- 
finals tonight. The Flyers C larence 
hold a 3-1 lead over 
Buffalo Sabres with Mich ie l  
tonight's fifth game in E.T. l<enny 
Philadelphia,...The 
Canadiens m e also ahead . . . . . .  
3-1 against Det~it Red Skeena 
Win~s. ' 
Prague prospects from Canada 
By MEL SUFRIN some problems m 
CP Sports Editor situations where three 
PRAGUE (CP) -- skaters were defending 
Speed and youthful against four. 
stamina are supposed to TEAM DISCIPLINED 
be the hallmarks of Team They were remarkably 
Canada '78 but you can't disciplined, in two wins 
overlook size in assessing "over the Swedish national 
the club's prospects as it team and the 3-2 victory 
prepares for the world over the . defending 
• hockey championship, champion 
It's especially true of Czechoslovakia A team . 
the sixman defence, five on Saturday. 
of whose members tand "The defencemen have 
six feet o r  taller. And played pretty well," said 
although newcomer head coach Harry 
Dennis Kearns of Van-'Howell, a former Na- 
eouver Canueks is tional Hockey League 
relatively short at five- star at that position 
eight, he packs a lot of himself. "But they are 
muscle into his ample 185 still learning the tricks of 
pounds, playing on thewider  
The biggest man on the European ice surface. 
Canadian team is Pat "They're backing up a 
Ribble of Atlanta Flames little too soon when the 
who stands sixfour and other team gets 
weighs 210. Teammate possession i its own end. 
David Shand is six-two The opposing players 
and 220, Brad Maxwell of start to come out and if 
Minnesota North Stars the path isn!t ~lear they 
six-one and 184, Bob circle hack into their own 
Pieard of Washington end. • 
Capitals six-two and 211, "We have to learn that 
and Rick Hampton of as soon as they torn back 
Cleveland Barons ix feet we'#e got to move up to 
and 180. " their blue line and start 
Except for Kearas, who again. But if you've 
is 32, they're all in their already given them 15 
early 20's. Rookies feet when they start 
Maxwell and Pieard are coming out a second 
time, we can't challenge 
them until were 10 feet- 
inside our blue line." 
The Canadians, who 
open against Finland on 
Thursday, tried to 
practise the manoeuvre 
on Monday butwere  
hampered by poor ice in 
an ancient arena in which 
they had to work out. 
Indiana ice-violence 
brings players• charges 
for assault and battery, 
but Warner said new 
information on iiis case 
had come to his attention, 
and he ordered police to 
hold on .to the warrant 
until he investigated, the 
Reds  
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Caledon ia  LEAGUE 
#1 
Ca ledon ia  ~" - L -- 
#2 E 
. . . . .  . . . . .  -A -  - 
Cass ie  Hal l  LS I ~ G 
Cass ie  Hal l  MBB I " E 
# 2  . P ] SCRUB 
Thornh i l l  ' " . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  I 
Elem. . , , ] 
. . . . .  . . . . .  LEAGUE -- -- - 
Up lands  . I 
S ~ A E r tlclpants ~ i ! '~  
1 - league game; p -practise 
~;~;~;~;-;~;-`~-.~~:-:~:;:.:~:-:~:~:~:~.:-:~:~:~:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:~:~:~:.~`-~;~;~;~;~;~;`.;~`;~;~;--~'-~'-~:-:~:~:~--~v~v.-~v~--~:~--: 
Nanaimo was leading McNabb said his club Maskegon last week that Journal-Gazette said. 
the fiertwo junior series will lose at least $8,000 left one person injured 
2-1, and BCJHL president through lest gate receipts seriously, the Fort Wayne Witnesses said the 
brawl started after a Ernie McLean said a for the remainder of the Journal-Gazette r ported verbal exchange between 
decision will be made to- series, and said he has today. 
day on the status of the already consulted his The newspaper said McCleskey, who was in 
street clothes after being teams and the series, lawyer about aking legal warrants zssued by ejected for misconduct, 
Pentieton quit , the action against h.e Vees. Muskegon County and Neff Hawryllw of 
series following a game McLean called the prosecutor Gerald 
Sunday that was delayed incident "the worst thing Warner charged Norris Muskegon Mohawks, who was just le~.ving the ice. OurTop-of.the-lnn revolving restaurant has a fine reo:Jtation for its food. And from your table, 
55 minutes by a bench- that has happened to the with felonious ass/mR and Ron Shaffer, an off- you and your client will have the finest view in the entire c' t of Vancouver's constantly changing harbour. 
clearing braw123 seconds league," and he was Boland on a mis- duty Muskegon • 
into the game. Howie upset at Penticton for demeanor charge ei . .  hrb'a-our side 
Waiker of Pentieton was quitting. ' assault and battery for hospitalP°liceman'in WaSseriousSenttocon. |n  vancouver, commonwealth's 
given a match penalty for The league president participation i a' bench- dition @ith head injuries, 
striking a linseman, who said hockey is a rongh clearing incident during suffered when he tried to llqLl6ly Inn hotd rnakcs your bt incss lunch left t~e game com-game, but there are the InternationalHockey halp police break up the Hol;A.-., 
plaining of dizziness, referees to keep .order. League playoff game 
Brent Bourne of the He spent Monday arrang- Wednesday. fighting. . 
Veea received five stit- ing police protection at The paper said Norris A 15-year-old girl also a -n  uncxpectc1-1casu - - ' ( l  pl le, 
ebes to the face after he the arena and talked to and Boland were ex- was treated for head 
was struck with a hockey the.referee toensure the pected to" appear in injuries but later was 
stick wielded by a Na- game would be tightly Muskegon County. Court released - from the 
• naimo player outside his controlled. ~ today to be served with hospital. " 
dressing room before tile "But they (Penticton) the warrants. The Komets now lead f 'q ommonwealth's Holiday Inn sliding glass doors to let in the 
game started, are afraid to play them,'" Kevin McCloskey also the best-of-seven series 3- ~ Vancouver-City Centre is a fresh sea air. 
Police laid no charges 
following the game. 
HOLD MEETING 
Vecs coach Terry 
Martin said the players 
met for six hours with no 
team officials present 
before deciding to quit 
the series. He said the 
~ ayers wanted to bring e violence to the at- 
tention of the league. 
They felt it would be 
forgotten if they com- 
plainsd at the end of the 
finals. . 
"We understand that 
rt of hockey includes 
hting, . rough body 
contact and a degree of 
in t imidat ion , "  saic 
Martin. "But we cannot 
condone the animal 
tactics of the Nanaimo 
Cl i~rs  hockey club." 
MeNabb, 
Nanaimo'sgeneral 
manager, said his team 
played a rough brand of 
hockey but added the 
Clippers paid for. their 
style through penalties 
and injuries. * 
"We are the toughest 
hockey club in the junior 
league, bar none," said 
McNabb. "We live by it 
and we will die by it. 
said McLean. was named in a warrant 2. 
The SPECIAL edition 
YAMAHAS 
, s4oo .  !i 
The XS400 has the big bike look in a mid 
size frarhe. The customized style and See the Special Edition 
low seat height will makethis model the 
most popular in Itsclass. $1,749" ° Yamahas today~" 
• TOOVEY SERVICE  
4946 Greig Dealer Lioonoe Number 02013A ,. 636-6929 
new. 455 room hotel at the, 
heart of the city and right on 
the harbour. 
Our revolving restauranl is just 
one example of how different we 
are for the business traveller. 
Other examples are free indoor 
guest parking, 7 fully equipped 
meeting rooms, secretarial 
service upon request and a free 
morning paper at your, door. 
We're also central, near all major 
office buildings and Gastown. 
Our rooms are different, too. 
Extra big and extra quiet, with 
an extra long double bed, a 
desk. table and 2 easy chairs 
so you can work properly, and 
SO next time you visit Van- , 
couver, stay with uS and make 
your business trip a pleasure., 
PARK HASTINGS 
(__.~,,---~ r--7 r -~ ~---x~ 
We're right on the harbour between 
the Baxter Building and the Board el 
Trade. Georgia es thre e blocks away 
Burrard lust one block east. ~-. # 
For business tm lers: commonwealth does thin  differently 
• COMMONWEALTH'S 
- - - -  VANCOUVER-CITY CENTRE 
' ,  ' 1i33 W, Hastings St..Vancouver. B C.V6E 3T3 (604) 689-9211 
For free Holidex' reservation service and a guaranteed room rate at any Holiday Inn. call toU free 1-800-26i-8811 
, And now. guar~uu your reservation with our Guaranteed All Nighl Reservations Programme, 
' ~ * • ~ rHHT?  
e 
After. their inefficient STREAK CONTINUES For Jack Billingham, Grog Pryor: ' 
~rformance in Montreal the grass is greener in the "I'm excited about the 
::luring the weekend, American League. change in  leagues," 
Philadelphia Phillies Mainly because it's Billingham said. "Thisis 
figured to break out in a most' - real g rass . . ,  a young club with a lot of 
big way. inning and started Men- .. happy to come m enthusfasm and the 
They did, but they ~ treat past St. Louis. The the American League young kids want to play. 
rediscovered their power victory for the Expos was where there is a lot of At Toronto, Cleveland 
. from the most unlikely their fifth in a row and grass' because I'm a 
sinker ball pitcher," the jumped to a quick 2-0 lead 
3~.year.old 'right-hander against Dave Lemanczyk 
said Monday night after when Jim Norris o~ned 
pitching Detroit Tigers to the game with an infield 
a three-hit, 4-1 victory hit and Johnny Grubb and 
over Chicago White Sex. Andre Thornton followed 
After winning 119 with rnn-ecoring doubles. 
games in 10 National The Indians cored in the 
League campaigns wllh second when Rick 
Los Angeles, Houston and Manning's ingle brought 
Cincinnati, Blllingham. Ron P:~dtt home, fr~,m 
was dealt to Detroit third. "£heir fourth run 
Dave Cash and Andre 
Dawson hit run-scoring 
singles off reliever Mark 
Littell in the seventh 
source. 
Randy Lerch, who gets 
paid mostly to pitch, did 
some of the heavy hitting 
for the PhilUes Monday 
night andled them tea 12-, 
2 win over Chicago Cubs. 
"After the way we hit 
the last three games, I
guess I expected 
something,", said 
manager Danny Ozark 
after watching his 
Phillies pound out 12 hits 
against the Cubs, .in- 
cluding a two-run homer 
and an RBI double by 
Lerch. 
The hitting display 
gave the Phlllies "a more 
positive outlook," said 
Ozark. They had scored 
only eight runs while 
dropping a three-game 
series to the Expos. 
"He hit a pretty good 
l~itch," Ozark said of 
Lerch's homer:in the 
third inning. "He looked a 
little like Ted Williams on 
that." 
Lerch pitched as well 
as he hit, allowing the 
Cubs only six hits. 
In other National 
League games, Montreal 
Expos beat St. Louis 
Cardinals 5-3, Houst/0n 
Astros beat San Diego 
Padres 4-3 in 10 innings 
and Pittsburgh Pirates 
defeated New York Mets 
4-2. 
The Phillies blew their 
~ame open with nine runs 
m the sixth, with Mike 
Schmidt's three:run 
homer capping the rally. 
Lerch struck out five and 
walked five while win- 
ning his second game• in 
three decisions. Woodie 
Fryman, a former 
Philadelphia pitcher, lost 
his first decision. " 
ninth in 11 games. 
Expos left-hander 
Rudy May, an off-season 
acquisition from ' 
Baltimore Orioles, got his 
first National League 
victory with relief .help 
from Stan Bahnsen. 
"I was kind of won- 
dering if it was ever going 
to. come or not," said 
May, who was making his 
fourth start and had an 0- 
1 record before Monday 
night. , 
Dennis Walling's I~inch 
single scored pinch- 
runner Julio Gonzalez 
from third base with two 
out in the 10th inning to 
give Houston its victory 
over San Diego., 
Art Howe singled in the 
Houston 10th and p:neh- 
runner Gonzalez was 
sacrificed to second by 
Ed Herrmann. Roger 
Metzger was walked and 
Wilbur Howard moved 
the runners into scoring 
position with a ground- 
out, setting the sta~e for 
Walling's ~ame-wmner. 
An eighth-tuning double 
steal by Drear Moreno 
and Dave Parker and an 
ensuing error by. New 
York third baseman 
Bobby Valentine helped 
Pittsburgh beat he Mets. 
With one out in the 
Pirates eighth, Moreno 
walked and stole second. 
'Parker was then in- 
tentionally walked before 
Moreno and Parker 
executed their double 
steal and Valentine, 
playing for ailing Lanny 
Randle, failed to handle 
catcher John Stearns's- 
throw that went down the 
left •field line while both 
runners cored to break a 
2-2 tie. 
during spring/raining for 
a couple of minor 
leaguers. He has a 3-0 
record and has suddenly 
become a very important 
person .in the Tigers' 
pitching rotation, espe- 
cially with Mark 
Fidr:ych's shoulder acting 
up. 
In other M., action 
Monday, Kansas City 
Royals heat Texas 
Rangers 8-6, New York 
Yankees defeated 
Baltimore Orioles 8-2, 
Seattle Mariners beat 
California Angels 6-5 in 12 
innings and Cleveland 
Indians defeated Toronto 
Blue Jays 4-2. Minnesota 
at Oakland was rained 
out. 
Billingham got all the 
support he needed in the 
second inning when the 
Tigers scored three times 
on Lance Parrish's 
double, a walk, Ron 
LeFlore's RBI single ahd 




homered in the fourth 
while Billingham blanked 
the White Sos until the 
seventh when Bob 
Molinaro tripled and 
!scored on a sacrifice fly. 
Chicago's only other hits 
were third-inning singles 
by Bill Nahorodny and 
came in u;e ninth on a 
walk, LarveU Blanks' 
double and a wild pitch. 
Rico Carty hoh~ered for 
Toronto. 
Tom Poquette's two- 
run homer led a six-run 
uprising in the sixth in. 
rang as 'Kansas City 
stormed from behind. 
Doug Bird gained his first 
victory of the season with 
"52-3 innings of scoreless. 
relief and the Royals 
maintained their  slim 
lead over Oakland in the 
AL West. 
STRING OF SINGLES 
Chris Chambliss hit'the 
first of seven consecutive 
singles and then capped 
New York's eightrun 
fifth-inning with a three- 
run double. Scott  
McGregor was working 
on a two.hitter when the 
Yanks: erupted for two 
runs on one-out singles by 
Chambliss, Gralg Net- 
ties, Bucky Dent, Willie 
• Randolph and Mickey 
Rivers. 
Thurman Munson 
greeted Joe. Kerrigan 
with another single to 
make it 3-0, Reggie 
Jackson singled for two 
mere rims, Lou Piniella 
walked and Chambliss 
doubled up the alley in 
rightcentre. The seven 
consecutive singles were 
one st W of theAL record. 
CANUCK 
e 'A  CANADIAN COMP~bNY 
TRUCK 
RENTAL 
. :  . "  
, , °  
: _ . ' .  
• - • . . .  
t 
I 
• . .  :=-.'i:2•,,j, 
Crew Cabs, ¾ Tons, 
' , ' . . , ' ,  . . . . . . - '  
1/2 Tons, Suburbans, 
Jimmies, Convent,onal 
and 4x4's. 
For rental information 
contact Terrace Agent: 
? , '  
Jim M cEwan 
Telephone 636-4941 
Dealer Lioenee Number 1492A Terrace, B.6: 
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Eskimos leave wounded player in line-up 
t ime.  
"It's deteriorating now 
and It will keep on 
deteriorating," 
McGowan said. 'Tit try it 
and see how the knee 
responds. It's a pressure 
thing. Every time I run 
and put weight on the 
ground I feel the 
pressure. Everything is 
one big question mark." 
Dr. Gordon Cameron, 
who performed ex- 
li~ratory surgery 
ursday, told the 
Eskimos McGowa~i 
should be able to play. 
George will have to 
George McGowan wants decision during training 
to give it a try in the 1018 camp,. 
Canadian Football league ' I m sure they (the 
season even though what :Eskimos) don't want to 
he thought was cartilage see me injure my knee 
damage in his left knee permanently. I'm not too 
has been diagnosed as crazy .about the idea 
deterioration, of~ the either. But I now know 
bone--arthritis, the type of pain I'll have 
The 29-year-01d Ed- to live with to play. 
monton Eskimos wide "Right now it's just a 
receiver says 'Tin op- matteroflivingwithit... 
• timistic I can play. I felt working out, and if it 
the type of pare it would hurts working past the 
be before the operation pain." 
and the question isif I can The problem with 
stand it under game arthritis is that the 
conditions." deterioration of the bone 
He will make a •final becomes worse with 
make a decision if the 
pain persists," head 
coach Hugh Campbell 
said Monday. "But the 
doctor told me there's no 
reason why he can't play 
this year." 
REMEMBER WHEN... 
Betsy Rawla won the 
first big women's golf 
tournament of the season 
13 years ago today--in 
1965--the Pensacola  
Invitation, with a score of 
218.  She was U.S. 
women's open champion 
in 1951, 1953, 1957 and- 
.1960. 
"i 
|  ummer 
N The Inside Passage l" 
Effective Tuesday, May '2, northbound, and 
Wednesday, May 3, sou'thbound, summer ve- 
hich: and passenger service by the Queen t f 
Prince Rupert' c~,mmences along the Inside Pas- 
sage be:wcen Kclst ~ Bay, Vancou .',.r Island and 
Princ~ R ~pert, witl'l hvice weekly .¢~ops ,.t Bella 
Bella ~ fo~ t passengers only). 
• . ... ~ .4~ ~, : . .  
, : , • ~ ~,. 
SUMMER SCHEDULE 
Northbound - -  leave Kelsey Bay at 1:30 pm on 
alternate days commencing May 2, 1978: 
May ~ even numbered days 
June odd numbered ~tays 
July - -  odd numbered ays 
August - -  even numbered days " 
September - -  odd numbered ays 
~.. : thbound - -  leave Prince Rupert at 12:30 pm 
, ; alternate days commencing May 3, 1978: 
May ~ odd numbered ays 
lune • even numbered days 
This is still one of North America s great ravel luly - -  even numbered days 
values. Visitors come from around the world to August ~ odd numbered ays 
view our scenery with awe. This is the ~,ear to September ~ even numbered days 
discover your own British Columbia cd,~st . . ~ 
the protected waters, tiny tree-dad islets, mighty 
s low-capped peaks, trailin~ waterfalls. Take 
w~ur family and'car aboard, then'take off for an 
exploration of the whole of British Columbia s ":: .... .... ~::~::i~i.i  ~::::..!~ 
coast  ;~nd in ter ior  reg ions .  Th is ' i s  our  Totem 
Circle tour, " " 
Make a n~und-trip and see two completely dif- 
fer~ nt sLgmcntSthere,s, lots' " of' it[s i f~ coastline, in daylight . . .  .-- - ~ ~ -  -~ :o 
You can.save 20% on a round-irip excursion 
booked 30 days in advance. This applies to driv- 
ers, passenger s and passenger vehicles. ' 
.~  ~,, ~ 




CO RA ON 
InfornlaUon and Reservation Centre r 
1045 Howe St., Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2A9 
\ ' ,mcouvcr  669-1211 Vichwia' 38b-3431 
Kel,.,'v Bar 282-3351 I'r ince Rupert 6~4-q627 
Ih.lla [h,lla q57-2244 ' ~ , , , i  I'ali~ 28q-7700 
.Na, ":,io . 753-1261 
, ' ,  • £ • ' 
• c a  • ~ • . 
i,. ¸  , 
Bi'!LLA 151'1 I..A .- stops will be made north 
and southb, hl,t at this community twice weekly 
for the corn, ~.l, .,cc of foot pass/~ ng¢ rs. The re. is 
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Pacific Northwest Music Festival 
The Pacific Northwest Jones adjudicator. 
Music Festival is now Speech Artsisat Cassie 
Hall Auditoritar,, with Dr. taking place in Terrace. 
Thepiano Leona Patterson ad- 
classifications are taking judicator. 
place at the R.E.M. Lee Vocal, Choral and 
Theatre and the STrings is taking place at 
Caledonia Lecture Clarence Micheal 
Theatre With Mrs. Helen Auditorium, with Mrs. 
Silvester and Miss Roberta Stephens ad- 
Alexander Munn ad- judicating. 
judicating. All sessions start at 
Instrumental is taking 9:30 for mornings, 1:30 
place at E.T. Kenney for afternoons, and 7:30 
gym, with Mr. Tudor evenings. 
| 
' ,~'~: i~ 
Percussion classes which were to be held at E.T. 
Kenney have been changed to Caledonia Lecture 
Theatre at 7:30  p .m.  on Friday. Rick McDauiel 




VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
A census-taker described 
- "no - "  by the judge as u ~y 
Parker" was denied 
damages Monday in 
British Columbia 
Supreme Court for a 
broken wrist suffered in a 
fall while calling at a 
Duncan, B.C., residence. 
The federal govern- 
ment sued the 
homeowner, Mrs. Diane 
Jo~n McKay, after 
ceiistt~-taker Mrs. 
Marjo_2~ Haley, 63, 
tripped dh,.a piece 'of  
plywood and' injured her 
wrist in June, 1976, 
Justice Smith said Mrs. 
McKay had taken 
rea:~onable ~teps to en- 
sur~ her one-acre 
property was safe, and 
the census-taker bad 
exceeded her area of so- 
called invitation. 
Mrs. Haley decided to 
see if. there was an ac- 
coupant in the• back 
garden, 
"The danger, if danger 
there was, was obvious," 
Justice Smith said. "Mrs. 
Haley had no business 
'canvass ing the whole 
property to avoid a call- 
back, and as a 'nosy 
Parker' her unfortunate 
' injuries and its con- 
sequences are not 
matters for which she can 
here claim relief.". 
string 
lchiel 





-~ "month and, based on NO -name products eight to 10 years with the firm, his early and not- 
sogolden handshake will 
be worth about $25,000. 
• Not every fired 
executive has  a case 
against his ex-boss. Vari- 
ables to consider include 
length of service and 
give sav ings  s=e 
Steinberg's Ltd. of in Nova Scotia. 
• Montrealis becoming the Levine ,,mid it was a 
third major supermarket fallacy for consumers to 
chain to introduce a line expect lower ~rices with 
of no-name generic no drop in  quality so 
products in its stores. " Steinberg's advertit, ing 
Jack Levine, executive will compare quality as 
vicepresident of retailing well as savings. 
for Steinberg's, aid in an .For example, Stein- 
interview Monday that a berg's noname coffee will 
line of 31 unbranded sell for $2.99 a pound 
compared with $3.39 for 
the chain's house brand 
and $3.84 for one national 
brand. "But the coffee is 
not the same," Levine 
said. 
At prices up to 40 per 
cent below nat;onal 
brands, the  generic 
products come in plain, 
unadorned containers 
without frills like fancy  
graphics or built-in 
. pouring spouts. 
generic products will be 
introduced in the chain's 
212 stores Wednesday, 
including the 66 Miracle 
Mart stores it operates in 
Ontario. 
Generic products were 
introduced in both 
Loblaws Ltd. and 
Dominion Stores in 
Ontario the week of 
March 20. Dominion has 
since taken the products 
to Quebec and Saskat- 













ies is one of the many piano entries locations during the week are the R.E.M. Lee 
in the Pacific Northwest Music Festival. Piano ~heatre and Caledonia Lecture Theatre. 
Courts generous in firing suits 
salary . level, and 
sometimes a company 
will take pains to be fair 
about severance pay. 
DIFFICULT TO PROVE 
"Wrongful dismissal is 
a misnomer," said 
Vancouver lawyer Ross 
Clark. " I  don't think any- 
one seriously disputes the 
basic right of a company 
to dismiss an employee." 
Another veteran 
lawyer said "it is almost 
impossible for an em- 
ployer to prove his claim 
that an employee was 
simply incompetent." 
• "The f ired person's 
rights, based on law and  
man~ court precedents, 
are clearly delineated. 
But the eompany often 
finds itself in an im- 
possible position unless 
the •plaintiff has been 
caught absconding with 
corporate funds or has 
kicked the chairman of 
the board downstairs.", 
"What must,be decided ~
is how much com- 
pensation the employee 
.should get ,"  said Clark. 
• Basically the decision, 
is based on the number of 
years worked by the 
individual, his salary, the 
responsib i l i t ies  and 
pressures of the job, his 
age and the chances of his 
finding another post. 
AMOUNTS VARY 
The average  court 
award--although the 
variation is so great that 
finding an average is al- 
most meaningless--is apt 
to represent little more 
than the addition of two 
or three months' pay. 
Amonglast year's.local 
cases, however, there 
was something of a 
landmark--an award of 
$166,208 to J. Boyd 
Douglas, former 
president of the Van- 
couver consulting firm of 
Sandwell and Co. Ltd. 
• l.hwyer I. G. 
Nathenson stressed that 
while it may be the 
highest award of its kind 
yet made in Canada, it 
was by no means ex- 
cessive under the cir- 
cumstances. 
"We're talking here of 
a man who was a senior 
executive of this large 
company for 20 years, for 
the last eight years its 
president, with an annual 
salary of $135,000 and 
other benefits," said 
i.:,':i! ~:i'~;~ "'i)i 
Nathenson. 
"If the amount of the 
award were invested in 
bonds and securities at 
the going return of eight 
or nine per cent annually, 
it's a pretty small income 
compared with the pay 




PAY CRIME VICTIMS 
QUEBEC (CP) -- The 
Quebec government paid 
$2.6 million last year to 
417 crime victims from 
its crime victims in-  
demnity fund. The 
figures show 36 per cent 
of the beneficiaries were 
victims of assault 
causing bodily harm, 17 
per cent were victims of 
armed robbery and 0 per 
cent.of the beneficiaries 
were surviving family 
members of murder 
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VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
The.number of wrongful 
. dismissal suits appearing 
in court has increased 
significantly over the last 
couple of years and the 
courts generally have 
been more generous in 
awards to those who have 
been given the boot un- 
justly. 
Economists and 
lawyers agree that such 
• firings and .subsequent 
legal actions are tied to 
downturns in the 
economy. 
A typical case seems to 
be a middle-aged mid- 
range executive, classed 
as expendable by a 
directorship concerned 
with cutting costs and 
unimpressed •with the 
subject's recent perform- 
ance. 
He ~I I  be earning 




OTTAWA ~ (CP) - -  
Canada will send a four- 
man delegation, to the 
Parliamentary Assembly 
of the Council of Europe 
April 24-28 in Strasbodrg, 
France. 
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nnn;~nm:r~mr,~ " ~ CLASSIFIED RATES 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to LOCAL ONLY" 
set rates therefore and. to 20 words or less $2.00 per 
determine page location. .nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
The Herald reserves the cents per word. 
right to revise, edit, classify 3 or more consecutive In- 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andre repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold .... 
instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement, will be 
sertlons $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertinn charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
de.strayed unless mailing Allowance can be made for 
instructions are. received. 0nly one incorrect ad. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertlse'ments must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting spac~ 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event o~' an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid 'by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Ad 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that dlscrlrnlnates 
against any persm because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. S days a week 
Monday to Friday, af- 
ternoons 
PUBLISHER 
i Don Cromack ' 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy , 2i}c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
Unit .ed States of America 1 
year 51.00. 





Terrace & Dlstrlct 
ThOrnhill & District 
Phone 635-635~ 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLA~ : 




22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT ~ AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY': 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication .day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 




No charge provided news 
submitted wlthjrl one month. 
$3.00 production charge for 
• i)lctuJ'es. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received on~ 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with o r  
without picture. Sublect to 




Santo Cervello, mlmest will 
perform "Metamorphlsls", 
May 18 and 19 In the Verltas 
Sym at 3:30 p,m. lan Booth 
will perform "Mark Twaln In 
Person" May 18 and 19 at the 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at 
3:30 p.m. Tickets for both 
performances are available 
at the door at, Sl.00 per 
person. These performances 
are presented in conjundion 
• with Kermode Theatre '78. 
Tickets are still available for 
all 3 performances of the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet May 
Sth and 6th at the R.E.M. Lee 
~heatre in Terrace. 
Ticket~ cost $8.00 
Reduced Price of $4 for 
children .for Saturday ~ 
Matinee Performance only, 
Write, encloslng.a cheque for 
tickets, to the Terrace and 
District Arts Counclh Box 35, 
Terrace, B.C. For more 
Information phone 635.2101. 
'B.C,O.A;~=.O, . Annual Fall 
Bazaar. tlovember 18th 
1979. Arena Banquet Room 
i 
The Vancouver Playhouse, 
Britlsff Columbia's major 
professional theatre will 
present Joe Ortln's 
outragelous black comedy 
"Loot" on Wednesday May 
17at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 






Terrace at. 8 p.m. "Loot" a Order now by phone. Phone 
long running hit In London or make an appointment. 
and on Broadway is a zany, Marnle 635.9721. 
bizarre upside down comedy 
in a Monty Python vein. 
Tickets are available in May 
@t Terrace Sight and Sound 
and Terrace Library. For 
further Information call 635- 
7318. "Lee'," Is a part of 
Kermode Theatre '78. " 
Kermode Theatre'78, the 
B.C. High School Drama' 
Festival will take place in 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre May 
18-20 at 8 p.n. The malnstage 
'Showcase' consists of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ad- 
iudlcetlon. Tickets available 
in May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace• 
Library. 
Native Women's Workshop 7 
p.m. Wednesday, May 3rd, 
1978 at Kermode Friendship 
Centre, 4451 Grieg, Ave•, 
Terrace, B.C. 
There will be an 
organizational Suba Diving 
Club meeting Monday May 
1st 8 p.m. In the arena 
banquet room. All interested 
divers welcome. 
• Baby Cllnicevery Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
- Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
2rid and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1:3C 
- 4:00 p.m. 
- Adult Clinics- Men. Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. 
• V.D. Clinic - 3:00 p.m. every 
~Mon. & Thurs. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
..Are.yoq~maklng your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
" stonily yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control yo~,r angry feellngs 
GEh~INI EXCAVATING 




635-3479 anytime . 
(A J12) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
available - custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
Wanted- Registered Nurse 
for part-time and possible 
summer relief for local 
clinic. Apply 3210 Emerson 
St., Terrace, B.C. (c6- 
13,15,16,18,20,1 ) 
Canadian Cellulose 
Northern Pulp : 
Operation 
has an immediate opening 
for an industrial machinist 
with TQ or 4th year ap- 
prentice. Excellent em- 
ployee benefit prograPns are 
available including medical 
ahd extended •health 
benefits, dental. Insurance 
and Pension plan In addition 
to a wage rate of $10.015 per 
hour. Interested persons 
should forward their resume 
with complete history of 




Canadian Cellulose Co, Ltd. 
P.O. Box 1000 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
VSJ 3F2 
(~2.18) 
Caretakers for small farm 
located Nass Valley - 57 
miles from Terrace. Garden 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thal~ks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHON E'635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
play "Leaving Home" has 
been postponed to Saturday, 
May 13th and Sunday, May 
14th due to minor production 
toward them? spot. 'Farm animals to care 
P,I.C.'s goal Is to help you for. Prefer couple $250 per 
become the" "loving con- month call 627.7156 Prince 
strucflve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 








~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of.a Land Ranger 
:CompJny in the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in. 
Rupert. (p5-1) 
Must sell; 1976 Honda GL 
1000. In excellent condition. 
Phone 635-3855 or view at 
4404 Welsh Ave. (p20.may9) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and In 
excellent condition. Asking 




Alternative Energy En-' 
thuslasts - Solar, Wind,  
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
Wood etc. - Areyou currently 
designing or 'experimenting 
with small.scale renewable 
energy systems? The 
Pac i f i c  Rim Education 
Project Is setting up a 
Northern Network to 
facilitate develoPm,ent !~! 
such systems; Plcturen arid 
project descriptions are 
• needed for a booklet to be 
published this spring. Write 
Box 707, Terrace, B,C. (wthf 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 636,1269 (ctf) 
Welg M Watchers meeting 
heldevery Tuesda~at 7p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazeile Avenue. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every TuesdJ~y nigh t at' 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phon~ 
'635.3747~or 635.3023. 
MILLS MEMORIAL • 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial. 'Hospital 
to may11) 
Northern Nelghbours,- 'a 
consumer oriented food co. 
op, will be holding their bi- 
monthly general meeting 
Wed. at 7:30 p.m. April 26. In 
the Senler Citizen Room .at 
the Recreational Centre. 
Anyone Interested welcome. 
The Terrace Art Association 
is hold Ing a Picture Loan on 
Wednesday May 3rd In .the 
Terrace'Library Arts Room. 
Paintings should be returned 
at 7:30 p.m. so they can be 
put on display for selection 
Everyone , Welcome .... 
Thank' you, 
/ 
Mil ls.  Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary/Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle" now offers a, full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop In on Saturdays 
from 11:00 • 4:30 p.m. 
There will be a black powder 
shoot at• 9:30 a.m, Saturday 
April 29fh at th~ Terrace Red 
/and Gun Club. A general 
meeting will follow at 2 p.m. 
Everyone welcome. 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
" any donations of good, clean' 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for theirs. 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup 'service phone 
635-5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift •shop 
on Lazelle Ayenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00' 
a,m. ar)d 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
' t  
The family of Mrs. Petra 
Iversen wishes to extend 
sincere thanks to the stiff of ' 
Skeenavlew Lodge and to 
Dr. Monjl' for the excellent 
care and help given to her.' 




Odd lobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) 
1975. Honda 500 twin cyl. 
Extended forks and headers. 
Low mileage and 1 Shure 
P.A. system• Like new 
condition call. after 5 635. 
5133. (p7-3) 
OWNER MUST SELLI 1976 
CB400 Supersport. One of 
Honda's best handling mid 
slzebike's. Also two helmets 
and";motor  cycle suit 
(Belstaff) •Plus complete 
tune-up kit. Only 3,000 
mllesll Phone 635.3846 after 
5:30 or phone 635.6357 durlng 
da~/. Ask for Brad (sit) 
.~=lsherman now Is the time to 
get your lead ,35c lb. Nor- 
thwest Trading, 3992 Lakelse 
Dr., Terrace, B.C. (c3- 
16,i8,20) 
Fo~ Sale: Joey Shack approx. 
6'x30', insulated and wired. 
Best reasonable offer will be 
accepted. Phone 635.254~ 
before 2 or after 4. 
(P11-20) 
Top Quality mixed hay for 
sale. Heavy bales 947.3165 
(c12t,w,th,may4) 
Terrace Thornhill N.D.P. 
Club Flea Market and 
Garage sale - Sat., May 13, 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. at the 
Thornhi i l  Community 
Centre. Tables $5 each, 
Adm!sslon 50c..~dult. Sellers 
phone 635.3582 to reserve a 
table. (c6-) 
For Sale: Cedar siding 
approx. 600' BM lx6 . 8' 
tongue & groove suitable for 
building a sauna. One 
Pioneer chain saw $75. 1 Jet 
unit fits 40 h.p. Evlnrude or 
Johnson. $?00 phone 635-6954 
after 4:30 p.m. (p5-18) 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR- 
NITURE LTD." 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635.3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
FOR SALE: Raven drun~ 
set, with 2 Zylgen cymbals. 
Like new. Heavy duty 
stands. C-W chair, sticks 
and brushes. 638.1873. (p5- 
20) 
For Sale: 2 girls bikes, color 
TV, 1 pair inside glass doors, 
1 fridge and stove, 1 desk, 
phone 635-4675 after 5 (c3.20) 
T R ~  
Electrolux vacuum cleaner 
with power head, excellent 
condition, set B70.13 tubeless 
belted tires, phone 635-5257 
days 635.5257 even. (p5-2) 
For Sale: Akal AT-580 FNt- 
AM MPX stereo tuner $300, 
Hagstrom SB electric guitar 
and case $175, 16' V.Stern 
• f!breglass canoe with. pad- 
dles $160, near new single 
bed with head board $100. No 
reasonable offer refused 
phone 635.7564 (c3.20) 
Fibreglas~ runabout with 
full convertible top, 1977 50 
h.p. Merc electric with extra 
tank on E-2 loader trailer. 
Contact Grant Papps 4721 
Loen Ave. 630.1056 or 631}. 
8131 (p3-20) • 
Furnished sleeping room for 
rent: Private entrance, near 
town• Bedding included also 
private bathroom. Very 
reasonable Phone 635-4013 or 
2703 S. Eby (ctf) 
Suite for Rent: 1 bedroom 
suite for rent close to town 
635.7318 (c2-18) 
J 
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom 
home on Davis Avenue 1150 
sq. ft., 2 fireplaces, finished 
basement. Landscaped with 
garden. Carport. 635.7628 
3 bedroom house' with fruit 
trees, fenced yard and near 
town and schools, cai1'635- 
3748 after 5 (c10-3) 
FOR SALE: " 3 bedroom 
family home; rec room in 
basement, gas furnace, 
carport, well insulated, Close 
to schools. Available July 
1st. phone 635.4419. (p5.20) 
FOR SALE: Well built 3 
bedroom home. il/2 baths, 
fireplace, wall to wall car. 
pet, large finished rec room. 
Full landscaped. Fenced 
backyard. Quiet residential 
area. Close to schools. 
Phone 635-5179 (c5-19) 
For Sale: 1 acre with 5 
bedroom house on the bench 
at 5243 Soucie, 1283 sq. ft. 2 
bedroom and•c01d storeage 
in bh~'ffueitt:~'Ho~se in like 
new condition. Large garden 
area and fruit trees, phone 
635.4760 (c5.2) 
Red Malamute, German 
Shephard cross puppies for 
sale -7 weeks old phone 638. 
1018. (P3.8) 
Wanted: A family to enjoy a 
five bedroom home; family 
room, laundry room, den, 
food centre, central vacuum 
unit, flowers, fruit trees, 
garden 4617 Homer •635-3791. 
WANTED TO RENT: 3 
bedroom home. Local 
references available. 
Reliable tenants phone 635. 
9097 (p5.20) 
Wanted full trained watch 
dog. 1 to 3 year old. No 
preference on breed. Phone 
635-7216. (c10.4) 
Open for Salvage Bid. 
On an as is where Is basis, 
1968 homemade 22' cruiser 
construded of a cedar stipe 
flbreglass hull and 
mahogany cabin. 
Please forward your 
written bids to Brouwer and 
Co. 3238 Kalum Street, 








Cloth and Res in . ,  
3890 Muller St• 
Phone 635.6684 
(clmon.-1May) 
Reliable couple to rent house 
around Terrace after May 
8th. References available on 
request. Call collect 627-1845 
Prince Rupert (p3-18) 
Wanted to rent a 2 bedroom 
house or suite unfurnished, 
in town. As soon as 10ossible 
phone 635.5727 (cff) 
Wanted to Rent: Reliable 
couple requlres a house or 
duplex Immediately in 
Terrace-Thornhlll area. 
Good refs, handy at upkeep 
and yard work, phone 635. 
7973 . (p3-20) 
Do It How 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
1= ,hoot; only- 335 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terrace 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
only left. One with creek. J D 
Prodor, 490 Andertoo Road, 
Comox, B.C. V9N 4B4 phone 
339-4736 (cSO-julyl) 
38 acres near Seely Lake. 
South Hazelton on Highway. 
Power, telephone, creek, 
spruce house logs, and saw 
timber. $19,000 Phone 842. 
5954 (p4.18) 
FOR SALE: 19 acre farm on 
4903 Graham. Mostly 
cleared phone 635-2648 (p5- 
20) 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF HIGHWAYS AND 
PUBLIC WORKS 
TERRACE HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
.. Pursuant to Section 27 of the "Highway Act:' and 
regulations pursuant to the "Commercial TransPort 
Act" the following road restrictions will be imposed 
effective I.; 00 a.m. Monday, April 24, 1978, until further 
notice. 
.. Highway No.200 Kitamaat Village Road is restricted 
to 70 percent of legal axle loading. 
..Violators of tile regulations and restrictions will be 
prosecuted. 
Dated at Terrace 
April 20, 1978 
R.M. McMillan 
District Highways Manager 
For: 
Minister of Highways & Public Works 
FOR SALE 
• iI~DIAN AFFAIRS AND NORTHERN 
" DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY 
AT 
518 MUSGRAVE PLACE 
PRINCE RUPERT, BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Subject to prior sale or withdrawal in whole or in part, 
THE MINISTER OF PUBLIC WORKS will receive 
offers for the purchase of the Crown's right, title and 
interest in the property described below: 
Parcel "B"  of Lots 13, 14, and the East !/2 of 15, Map 
1978, Block 13, Section S, Range 5, Range 5 Coast 
District, Plan 923. 
Together with a frame two storey four bedroom 
dwelling on full concrete basement, with a total floor 
area of approximately 159 m2 (I,710 sq. ft.) erected 
thereon. 
Sealed Offers addressed to 'the Head, Tenders & 
Contracts, Department of Public Works, Canada, 1110 
West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3WS and 
endorsed with the Project Name will be received until 
11:00 a.m. (P.D.S.T.) 23 MAY, 1978. 
The Department's forms shall be used When sub. 
miffing Offers to Purchase. Offer Forms and ad. 
ditional information may be obtained by contracting: 
D.C. Kirkby, Public Works Canada, Property Services 
Branch, 1110 West Georgia. Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6E 3W5, Phone: (604) 666.6466. 
q 
Offer Forms and permission to inspect the property 
may be, obtained from Mr. Marcel Filion at the 
Department of Indian Affairs Office, 214,Third Street, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 3J8, Phone: 627-1731. 
Offers Forms may be viewed at the Prince Rupert and 
Terrace Post Offices. 
The Department reserves the unqualified right to 
relect any or all offers received. 
H.D. Ladoucier 
Head, Tenders & Contracts 
If you reside in Terrace or 
Thornhill and do not have 
a paper carrier - 
I we have a 
SPEGIAL 
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For Sale: lust under 20 acres 
(road allowance) between 
the boundary of the Village 
of Telkws, British Columbia, 
and Provincial Perk. 
Acreage wooded and 
overlooks lake. Mortgage 
~er ms_ acceptable, phone 
736.7040. (c2.15.20) 
For Sale AND Removal: 
Buildings located at 4410 
LakelseAvenue. For further 
Information, contact Mr. 
Bishop at 635.2222. Twlnrlver 
Timber Limited. (cS.18) 
PROPERTY FOR SALE: 38 
acres neap Sseley Lake, 
South Hazelton, on highway; 
Spruce and cedar timber. 
Creeks, house logs. $19,000 
842.5954 [p12.w.th.f.2ap20) 
Acreage for Sale In town by 
owner: 2.3 acres-3 bedroom 
home. Basement finished, 
Barn, landscaped. Asking 
f~9,000.0O " Phone 
evenings at 635.3620. 
(CTF May 5) 
For Sale: 1970 2 bedroom 
trailer with frldge, stove, 
dishwasher, washer & dryer, 
has a 10x25 addition 635-S348 
'C~ 
1972. 12x60 
Monarch mobile home, 3 
bedrooms, frldge and stove 
Included, 0x2S [oey shack, 
asking price $7,080 phone 
635-3S42 after S on weekdays 
(c6-2) 
For Sale: 10x44 1969 Park. 
wood, f~rnished, set-up in 
local trailer park $4,000 firm. 
phone 635-3905 (p3-19) 
Bids are apart on a 18' glas 
tron vessel equipped with 100 
h.p. Evinrude electric start 
engine on a ms where Is basis. 
Vessel located at the Coast 
early Guard Ym:d, Prince Rupert, 
B.C. All blds received at 
Brouwer & Co. No.6.3238 
Kalum St. Terrace, B,C. 635. 
7173 
For Sale: By owner, 3 
bedroom duplex dwelling. 
Full basement, oak floor, 
double lot, landscaped, go~d 
location. Low taxes. Phohe 
635.3463 after six p.m. 
(CTF.Apr.20) 
1969 Baracuda Convertable, 
new 383 motor, mogs, holly 
cnrb, new paint. Asking 
,. $2a0o or nearest offer. (stf) 
635.6357 
1977 Ford F.150, custom 4x4 
with canopy, 5,500 miles, 
auto. Still 4 months left on 
warrenty. SS,OOO or 
best offer. Call 63&16~ after 
5. 
(p5.19) 
FOR SALEi 67 Ford Bronco 
4x4, with new Trutrak tires, 
685.9181, 635-3910. (P3-18) 
For Sale: 68 GMC ~ ton 
rebuilt motor 3,000 miles $800 
phone 635-6874 after 5 (c5-18) 
for Sale: 1973 Ford 
pickup with Ford canopy 
57,000 miles. Good condltlen. 
15,000 miles on new 360 
engine. Air cond. Asking 
$3500 phone 635-4202 (c5-18) 
For Sale : 1975 Ford V= ton, 
.4 wheel drive pickup, new 
tires and brakes phone 635. 
3286 (p$-1) 
1975 Plymouth Cricket 
Wagon, like new, low 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part.time; 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fullqr Brush Com- 
pany, C-O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van- 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3; 





~o brokerage fees 
No finder's fees 
FAST SERVICE 
FOR SALE: Eighteen 
beautiful ~ecluded acres for 
sale. House, out.buildings, 
cabine, spring water, gar- 
dens, fruit trees." Highway 
access, hydro, telephone. 
Price $58,000. Write Box 231, 
Nakusp, B.C. VOG 1R0or call 
112-265-4451. 
REAL ESTATE: Bargain • 
Cash 0nly . .Chips point, 
Fanny Bay. Modern house. , 
Garage, large lot, near 
ocean, piped water, power, 
fireplace. A-O hest. Price 
negotiable. For appointment 
phone 112.335.2484. 
HELP WANTED: Ad 
production- If you are 
creative, and can work 
quickly on paper cam- 
pasltlon, produdng quality' 
work, then we want youl 
Call 112.,189.345S Koofenay 
Advertiser, Cranbrouk, B.C. 
VIC 4H9. • 
HELP WANTED: Helpl Do 
something nice for whales, 
seals and the planet. Sell 
Greenpeace Spring "Go 
Anywhere" Loffery tickets. 
2108 West 4th Ave., Van- 
couver, B.C. V6K 1N6. Phone 
(604) 736-0321. (3.19) 
BUS I  NE. SS OP-  
PORTUNITIES: 8.7 percent 
Better Mileage, 45 percent 
less engine wearl For a 
chance to handle this plus 
many mor~ top quality 
Automotive and Industrial 
lubricants, write: Sales 
Promotion Dept. 4575 
Harken Drive, Burnaby, 
B.C. VSG 2M8. 
CAR S FOR SALE: 
Speciall Must sell 1975 Ford 
4 donr. Excellent condition. 
$3200 or best offer. Phone 
112.826-1469• " 
HELP WANTED: Sales 
Manger for Community 
newspaper. Fully ex- 
Come on inor callthe nearest perlenced person with 
office of Household Finance proven track record. Op- 
Ask for Mortgage Services 
4608 Lakelse Avenue 
TERRACE 
635.7207 I 
FOR SALE: 20' Empress 
motor home. "as new". 
Used very little $14,500 Open 
to offers, phone 635.9561 (c$- 
20) 
For Sale: 1975 9V2' Okanagan 
Camper~.llke new C0ndltl0n, 
3 way fridge, furnace, flush 
toilet, sleeps five, asking 
price $3900 phone 635-2933 
(p3-20) , 
For Sale: S' camper, phone 
635-5634 (p3.20) 
mileage, best offer, 63S.4~19 
(4.20) For Sale: e' camperette, 
, very good condition, phone 
75 Super Beetle Metallic 
Green with sunroof, 20,000 
miles, excellent condition, 
radio, new radials, 2 stud 
spares 635.9635 (pS-1) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx2S0 
motocross Kawasikl ike new 
asking $1,000 638-1483 (ctf) 
For Sale: 1973 Chev % ton 
p.s., p.b., 350 engine, phone 
635-9518 (c3-20) 
635- 4577 (c5-2) 
Will do rofofllllng with $4" 
tractor unit. Adjustable soil 
.depth. Front bucket for 
moving.spreading soil-. 
gravel. Prefer Thornhlll 
area. phone 635.3478 (p10-6) 
Bakkers Modular Structures 
for sale. Reasonably priced 
Pre.fab greenhouses and 
multi use utlllty sheds, phone 
638.1768 evenings or view at 
3961 Dabble. (p10-6) 
FAR-KO CONTRACTING I 
LTD. / 
Sand, gravel, reject crush I 
gravel for driveways| 
Phone 635-51.% (c20-20) / 
PERSONAL: Discernlng 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mall. Send $1.08 for our 
latest fu l l y  illustrated 
catelogue of marital aide for 
both ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
BUSINESS FOR SALE: 
Gravel Haul Operation In- 
cluding Four Kenworth 
tractors one dump one scale 
one. 980 loader 'and spare 
parts. Licensed going 
concern contracts pending. 
Phone (403)668.5854. (5-1) 
MACHINER FOR SALE: In 
stock. Complete line of 
BERCO under carriage for 
your John Deere Crawler 
tractors. Coast Tractor and 
Equipment Ltd. Phone 
Coqultlam $24.0101 or 
Chllllwack 792.2781. Call 
collect. (2.19) 
FARM MACHINERY: Fox 
super D self.propelled forage 
Harvester complete with six 
foot grass attachment. Also 
20 foot 3 axle goose necked 
trailer with cattle racks. 
Phone 112.794.7716. 
VW Van 1977.7 passenger as 
new with many extras, 7000 
miles 635.5290 after 6 and 
weekends. (eft). 
For Sale: 1975 GMC v: ton 
pickup V8, auto, p.s., p.b., 
dual tanks, phone 635.6669 
after 6 (320) 
For Sale: • 1967 Chevy Van, 
custom Interior, porthole 
windows, new paint, good 
running gear, phone 638.1529 
after 5 p.m. (pS.2) 
For Sale: 1974 Blazer 4x4 V8, 
p:s., p:b., auto trans, 8000 lb. 
warren winch, h.d. bumpers' 
and roof rack, phone 635.7216 
evenings. (p3-20) 
For Sale: 1973 12x63 trailer 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 635. 
7697 after 4 (c20-may10) 
For Sale: 1968 (10x35) Im. 
perlal trailer. Comes fur. 
nlsh~l snd can be sold with 
or without ]oey shack. 
Priced for quick sale. Phone 
635.7860. 
(P10.20) 
For Sale: 12x54' Ssfeway 
trailer situated on a 75'x100' 
landscaped lot. Trailer 
Includes frldgs, stove and 
deep freeze. Phone 635.7851 
after 6 p.m. (p10.2) 
"FOR SALE: 12x46" two 
bedroom mobile home• 
Located on fully serviced lot 
In Thornhlll. Asking $13500.' 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C, 
Phone 635.7117 (Ctf) 
portunlty to buy Into one of 
Canada's fastest growing 
newspapers In. attractive, 
progressive community in 
the Lower Mainland. Good 
starting salary .with sub. 
stantlal commission. 
Permanent position, open to 
a man or a woman, is to start 
June 15th. Write Box 116, 
care of 808, 207 West Hastints 
St., Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
1H7. (eft) 
FOR SALE: Fu i l  line 
refrigeration cases for food 
store. 34' freezer, 8' Island 
"Freezer, 28' Produce', 24' 3 
deck Diary, 20' Meat. Can 
arrange delivery. IGA, Box 
600, High Level, Alta. TOH 
lZ0. 
PHOTOGRAPHY: Special 
offer 10 color pldures from 
any one negative for only 
$1.00. Send us your color 
negatives (any size) plus 
$1.00andwe will send you 10 
~.~. ~, • . . ~<~,~ ~ • 
'~,~ .:,:.t~.~ ,,i '" .. 
,,~ • ' " °¢ ' , " 'E  
.~: • ~ ~:~ . . ~ < ~ ' . , ~ : ~  . ( . ,< ~- '  • . 
[ 1 _ . , , ,d lW~ 
Beautiful Jumbo Size Color 
Pictures within one week. 
Also send your color films 
for developing and printing 
to Pronto Photo. We will 
give you fast guaranteed 
quality and service at 
reasonable prices. 12 exp. 
roll complete $2.99; 20 exp. 
roll complete $3.99;. 36 exp. 
roll complete $6.99. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or 
• money refunded. Pronto 
Photo Seryice, 30 Eastgate, 




I TAL IAN STYLE  6eggs 
Fritatta is an ope~-faced Italian 
omelette that blends the flavours 
of Parmesan cheese crunchy 
zucchini and just a tou~h of garlic 
with the versatile gg. Served with 
a tossed salad, tomato slices and 
crusty Italian bre~d, Frittata 
makes an interesting meal for 
family or guests. 
Spaghetti Carbonara isa gour- 
met main dish that can be ready in 
just 20 minutes: perfect for that 
hectic day when your stomach is' 
demanding a fulfilling meal, but 
you don't have the energy to pre- 
pare one. 
FR ITATT 'A ,  ~i. 
2 ibsp. olive oil or butter 
! smon onion, thinly sliced 
By EVELYN oLDHAM 
BAMBERG, West 
Germany (CP) - -  "The 
greates t  surv iv ing  
medieval city of Ger- 
many" is the accolade 
bestowed on this. small 
city. It may  not be as well 
known as larger German 
centres, but it is easy to 
reach--only two hours by 
car east from Frankfurt, 
the airline gateway, or an 
hour north of Nuerem- 
berg. 
Visitors are always 
r G G 
i cup diced, unpeeled zucchini 
o ,  i clove garlic, m nced,(op, ionai) 
A 
Experienced Wheel Align- When the Canadian 
ment and Radiator Repair Museums Assodation 
People. Excellent wages holds its Annual Confe=- 
and opportunity. Phone 483- 
667.6102. Yukon Tire Centre ence in the historic City of 
L td .  I07 Industrial Rd. Fredericton, New Bruus- 
Whltehorse, Yukon. Y1A 
2T7. 
DISTANCES SURPRISE 
St. John's, Nfld., is 
closer to London, 
England, than to Vic- 
toria-London is 2,000 
miles away and Vie}aria 
is 4,600 miles away. 
LET'S GO FOR A SPIN 
During the Depression, 
when R.B. Bennett was 
½ tsp. salt 
tA tsp. pepper 
tA.eup grated Parmesan cheese 
Preheat broiler. Heat oil or 
butter in medium, skillet. Saute 
onion, zucchini and garlic until 
onion is limp but not brown. 
Beat eggs until just blended• Add 
salt, pepper and half the cheese; 
stir gently. Pour over vegetables in
skillet. Cook over medium heat, 
lifting the mixture with a spatula to 
allow.uncooked gg to run to the 
bottom. 
Cook until just set, but still 
not over-proof, wrap well in 
aluminum foil. 
Serve immediately. Makes 4 
servings. 
For variety, add one of the fol- 
lowing to the zucchini and onion: 
sliced mushrooms 
chopped tomato 
shredded raw spinach 
diced green pepper -, 
dash of marjoram 
SPAGHETT I  
CARBONARA 
(.the 20 minute dinner) 
1O ounces paghetti 
8 slices bacon, diced 
3 eggs 
moist (5 to 10 minu:tes). Spre~d~(..,, ½ tsp.~,~tll:,~, ,,, ~ ........ := 
evenly in pan and sprinkle with tA tsp. pepper 
rdmainii~g cheese." Place undel:" "~c~"~'a-{ed-pa~mesan o'~ " 
Cook spaghetti inboiling 'salted 
water for 7-10 minutes"or until just 
tender Cal dante"). Do not over- 
cook. 
Meanwhile. fry bacon in large 
saucepan until crisp. When cook- 
ed, keep over low heat but do not 
drain off bacon fat. 
In small bowl, beat eggs with salt 
• and pepper just until yolks and 
whites are blended. 
Drain cooked spaghetti in 
colander, rinse briefly with cold 
water. Add spaghetti to bacon and 
tos.s until well-coated with bacon 
fat.. Stir beaten eggs into warm 
spaghetti, folding over and over so 
that eggs cook completely. Re- 
move from heat; mix in grated 
. . . .  .--cheese. . . . . .  "~.~ :.~- 
Sprinkle with parsl(~y'~ ~nd sdcve 
~0) .  • . ~ "  *' ' tmmedtately, passing ~dditional 
broiler (about I minute) to brown Romano cheese 
top lightly, if handle of skillet is I tbsp. chopped parsley (optional) 
Bamberg- Medieval Oity 
surprised to see so many 
churches ,  abbeys ,  
monasteries, mansions 
and palaces surviving 
from the Middle Ages. 
For more than several 
centuries Bamberg was a 
rich religious •centre 
dominated by strong, 
wealthy bishops who 
created a headquarters of 
art, culture and learning. 
Central Bamberg lies 
on an island surrounded 
by the Reguitz River. As 
a prosperous citizentry 
wick, from June'4th to .Tth 
this year, members will 
have a rare opportunity to 
walk through living history 
with their hosts. 
In the gracefully aging 
City of Stately Elms the 
Military Compound with its 
1826 Guard House, Soldiers 
Barracks and Officers 
Province 
forge, saw-mill, farms and 
sail-driven woodboat 1837 
vintage; not to mention the 
Kings Head Inn, interna- 
tionally famous for tradi- 
tional food and drink. 
Post Conference Tours 
will be available to the 
Village Historique Acadien 
in Caraquet, to. St. 
Andrews-by.the-Sea and to 
the Grand Manan 
Archipplago. Key-note 
speakers for the Confer- 
ence will be J: Lynton 
Martin, Director of the 
developed, so did a 
feeling against the power 
of the church, The island 
became the stronghold of 
the town burghers, and 
rel igious boi ldings 
became concentrated on 
the left bank. 
Later the city spread 
beyond the right bank 
where many factories 
help keep Bamberg pros- 
perous ~oday. 
• TOWN LOCATED IN 
VALLEY 
# 
The town sits. in a 
valley with seven hills 
rising above it. A church 
is on every hilltop, and in 
between are the domes 
and spires of 22 others. 
A girl in the tourist 
information office ex- 
plained why so many 
churches survived. 
"The old town Was 
never encircled with a 
wall i andin all the in- 
vasions of the religious 
wars, the Thirty Years 
War and the Napoleonic 
for Discovery- New Brunswick 
Brunswick i Museum. N.B.M. has singularly fine 
Founded over a century ago Canadian History, Marine, 
by the famed Dr. Abraham ' Military and Indian Galler- 
GeSner and enriched by the ies tdgethei" with some not- 
long devotion of Dr. able art materials, and 
Clarence Webster, the Loyalist memorabilia. 
Quarters (now a Museum) 
echoes the time when Nova Scotia Museum and 
Frederieton was an impor- Hon. Jean.Maurice 
tant Imperial Garrison of Simard, Chairman of the 
the British Empire. The New Brunswick Treasury 
great stone bulk of Christ Board. Ms. Ann Hitchcock 
Church Cathedral could ofthe Manitoba Museum of 
prime minister, 
westerners used "Ben- 
nett Buggies"- -ears  
drawn by horses--to save 
gas. easily be the stage setting 'Man & Nature will moder- 
for a novel by Anthony .ate a,panei with presenta- 
WE'RE OFF TO THE Trollope with its graceful tions by Peter McNair of , 
RACES spire and Cathedral Green .. British Columbia, Barbara 
Canada's annual Turtle on the bank of the St. John Mclntyre of St. Martins, 
Derby is  held in river, Next door to the New Brunswick, and 
Boissevain, Man,and Cathedral stands the plush Dorothea Hecken of the 
features the world's first Victorian Legislative Build- Royal Ontario Museum. 
electric starting ate for ing complete with statue of Other featured speakers 
turtles. Britannia, her helmet, will be Ms. Joanna Smith of 
IT ,HAS DIVERSIFIED trident and shield evoking the Winnipeg Art Gallery 
and Dr. David Abbey of the 
Ontario Institute for 
Studies in Education. 
Later in the Week, partic- 
ipants will visit the Loyalist 
City of Saint John. That 
bustling modern sea.port 
with history and tradition 
popping out at the visitor in 
the most unexpected 
places, has one of the most 
interesting museum collect. 
ions in the country ! ~,sed 
in .the grey bulk of the New 
e 
memories of past "glories. 
And only,a few blocks away 
is the Dniversity of New 
Brunswick, founded in 1785 
and one of the oldest in 
North America. One 
complete evening of the 
Conference will be spent on 
a supper visit and tour of 
Kings Landing Historical 
Settlement. This commu- .
nlty out of time has 
sixty buiidin'gs including a' 
school, church, star, e, 
The Old Testament was 
written entirely in 
Hebrew except for a few 




The devil's advocate 
was originally the name 
given a person appointed 
to oppose a proposed 
canonization in the Ro- 
man Catholic Church. 
Visiting Cousins at Kings morning making butter I at 
Landing spending a Josllns Farm. , • 
i 
cheese .at the table. Makes 4 
servings. 
Wars, citizens couldn't 
defend their ccty so they 
surrendered, paid ;$rotec- 
tion or hou ] and fed 
enemy troops and 
thereby saved Bamberg 
from destruction. And in 
the Second World War it 
luckily suffered little 
damage." " 
The most unusual 
building emphasizes the 
division between church 
and state. It is the old 
town hall standing as- 
tride a bridge joining the 
island to the leR bank. Its 
location was chosen to 
signify civic, neutrality 
between the clergy and 
merchants, and it was a. 
good spot to keep an eye 
on both. 
Most impressive of the 
churches is the cathedral" 
with its four green copper 
spires,carved doorways, 
stained glass and 
numerous sculptures, It 
is flanked by great stone 
buildings--once 
residences of bishops. 
SQUARE IS SHOWCASE 
The cathedral square is 
a showcase of four ar- 
chitectural styles--.. 
gothic, baroque, rococo 
and Renaissance. 
Bamberg is no museum. 
city, however. Statues• 
and fountains adorn the 
market place where local 
people have been selling 
flowers, plants, fruits and 
vegetables for centuries. 
Through the cobbled 
cathedral square cars 
squeal on their race 
uphill through the left 
bank. The Bamberg 
Symphony Orchestra and 
other musicians perform; 
inregal halls. • 
• In the rose garden of 
the new residence of the 
bishops you Can sit out on 
the terrace sipping black , 
current juice and look out 
over the domes, steeples 
and tile roofs of stone 
mansions .and timbered 
houses. 
Many old buildings are.' 
galleries or museums and 
downtown streets ' are. 
lined with department 
stores and shops selling 
souvenirs, an:iques and 
oli pewter. 
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By E,,g  
ACROSS 37 Hidden '~ .54 Skill ,~ 9 Fo0tball ~ 
1 Jurist obstacle 55 Glut • . official 
Learned 38 Small 56 Left l0 Press 
| Hardy's "-- amounts DOWN 11 Obligation 
the Obscure" 40 Therefore 1 Guard's 16 Dined 
cover 43 Defaced 2 Exchange 23 Assistants J?#~Romital 
U Culture 47 Blvd's premium 23 Expanded "" 
medium . relative 3 Zola 24 Polka - -  
14 Choler in baseball 4 Stylish N Medicinal 
IS Cootou~ Sl Buddhist cult 5 Becomes fluid 
17-- Hill, San 5Z Tight cluster wedged 27 Fountain 
Francisco of persons 6 Application order . 
IS Drinks to 53 Baking 7 Cacophuny ' 29 "A rose -- 
~. thebaalth of structure " 8 Corr0ded rose.,," ~ h ~ i l i Y ' ~ ~  ~ " - I S ~  Avg. solution timex 23 rain, 30 Label 
|1 Chemical " 35 The piper's 
symbol ~ son 
23 Hurricane ~ - ~ ~ 1 ~  37 Sadness 
ot 1972 ~ N ~" "" ~ i ' 39 Lectures 
Z4 Fittingly - ~ ,' - ~ ~ n . . . .  40 Downcast 
37Wordina - - -  T~' -  ~ 41The--Strip 
Send forth ~ 43 Measure out : 
31Sash " . f: 44 Tear apart 
Verse form !5.i_T!A]~IID:~.--.L~JAJDI ! IC 45 Uniform 
33 King of Judah !N!E~,L~,SWI, I  R,~N! 40 Depression 
.qliffht I/'AIL.V-AI I m~IOII~MLI~I~II~I dq " (~vP i~ - -  
-- colo'--°'~tlm IPlAlYISBBTIEIAMSITL~RI " LifeV"~ne ,, ': 
IsStart for 4-20 56 "They shall 
drop or lap " Answer to yesterday's puzzle. -- pass" 
I ' F '  ' 
c i! , iii 
I I. w lll N' I I1 
F i l l  i'll I i I N ' I I  I 
pI I I I I 
I I"N I/ N" I  I I I . ' , : , .  • 
m"l r'i Im l ,, . , .  
I I I  lllMIII I ,  
= CRYPIDqUI~ 4-20 
RACXFD RCABDXFSVB UVBUVWY 
Yesterday s Cryptequip--BETrER BOWLERS ' TAKE 
WARNING WHEN WORKING THAT LAST STRIKE. 
(d} 1978 Kink Features Syndicate. inc. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: D equals Y 
The Cry]ptoquip s a simple substitution cipher in which each " 
letter used stands for another. If you think thatX equals O. it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Singleletters, hort words, ~ ~  ~ !  i ~  / ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~  _,~ 
and words using an apostrophe.can give yoa dues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
4 
bless. - -  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
DEAR ABBY: I am a 14-year-uld giri,.and my dad and I n.c. b~, Johnny hart 
disagree onsomething I hope you will be able to help us 
~ By Abigail Van Buren 'settle. He. says ,he will abide by your decision. . '. , ~[~ID YOU ~ "~ FH~ {PU~" A/VI~t.AI~ -~ ,.AI~D VVC~ UP' TP{E~'~ 
:iiT.,:: ©lOl~WC~O©a~orrmune.N.V.NewsSynd.ln©' MyfrzendSuesm°therw°rksalldayandehethinksz-ts ~ ] UNiteR ~I~FILLt~/ J ~ NEXT ~AYIN A I " 
.~- . ,  OK for Sue to have friends (be~h beys and girls) over to the II.~C~NARI~HU~| (~k~.) I ON~ ~I(-~T... /~(~'C-~.~ ~'~ ANDDI~ I ' 
DEAR ABBY: A year ago I met a very handsome talk, My dad has forbidden me to go-to Sue's aftb~r .seho~.! I ~4D T~E -~'Oc7~'~ l ~-~ ~- - -~ '~- - - - -~~' J  
gentleman in a ehopping, center. (We ]uzve z denticni care anymore. He sayehe tr~zstsme, but doean't, hink mac. ~m .~ 
and I was t~y i~ to open his car wire my Key.p "/'here was a my age should be in a house with boys unsupervisea, t ve 
strong mutual attraction from the moment our eyes met. tried to tell him that nothing oes on there (it doesn't). He : ,~%.g~ .:'-'..'.,.~," 
We sat in his car and talked for hours. I-Ie's 42 ana rm 40. thinks a boy might ry to get something off me and I'm not ' I 
He is s~parated from his wife (no kids). He lives with his mature enough to say no. ~ 
: . . . .  mother, so we can't meet at his p~ce. I'm divor~d and How do you feel about this? • . J ~ ~ '~' ~ '~ ' - "  ~ ' / /~- -  
have two kids. My mother lives wzth me, so we can t meet FOURTEEN AND DECENT | . . . .  I -~ ~" " 
at my place. • 
On our first date he took me out. for a romantic DEAR FOURTEEN: ffyou have proven yoarself to be a 
candlelight dinner. Afterwards, we went to a me_tel.. He decent, honest, obedient and sensible glrl, I see no reason 
Was wonderful with the preliminaries, out after that he why you shouldn't be allowed to go to Sue's after school--a DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
• fell asleep (I thought it was the wine). • few days a week. (Not every day, however'. Pla..yin.g pool . . . .  . 
On our first weekend trip, we stopped at a mo~l and he and cerds and "jast talking" is fun, but.itdoe.sn't~[e~your 
asked for twin beds. I was shocked. You guessed i t . . .  a homework done.) I think" teenagers slmm(I be anowea a ~R. ~ R~. /~/~ 0~,4Y, ~ ~/./~tS g/ ~..~r ~ ' ,4~P!  ;7~/#- 
repeatnonperformancelSofarwe'vebeeninllmotelsand reasonablegmountoffreedomtosr~cisilze, providingthey /~0 70 ~ " 70 t10S'[ 7~ g/~ff! }0~ • #JgH AIJ..71#~, C~:~E OF (Y,K'T#II.~ I . I~-  ~dO~/M~ A COMRE[el.,Y 
.it'sTbeen~the asme story. A promising buildup, but no are always where they say they wmbe, and always come . 7y/R~P/O/~I~II)YOU/O~j] /~=g~, J/~a'~/t~l~f 5] W'I#)~NOM/NgTDV INAFRI~,~HINNF~I/N7~I~ST C,4V'f~vo~/DOqf~/¢~T~T~#'~'~OFt:'~ft" 01~,  " AND[I~.6orl/N~k'701/04~! 
~gM ~"T.;' RN~.Y/'~ A ~F~.E .. A~ -.,~'/~ P~O'~ O~ \ ,4/:R~4V//S, 700/ performance.tired or helmsHeaalWayslot on his'has mine.an excuse. Either hes too home when they say they wm, ~s~.~ ~!~m~/~ ~, .  ~ l ~omc~/ ~Tr~~:  ) \~.- f~  l~][IIJ 
Hesayshewantstomarryme,  but ldon ' twant tomjFrY ,  ~ DEARABBY:NOTMEDDLINGwasupsetwithher . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
a man who can t satisfy me. What should I do? daughter-in-law for failing, to achnowle_.dge..her wedding ~ 
i . BEWILDERED IN BALTIMORE gifts three months past the wedding. This nrmge up an 
' important issue: Why wasn't the mother-in-law equally 
DEAR BEWILDERED: Level wlth him'And ask him to upset with her s°n? Half the gifte were Pr°bebly from h@ " ~ ~ ' T~NM ~ " " '  ~ l  ~ 
level withyou. I/his problem is impotency, he should ~.e a friends and relatives, Why didn't ho write? l~  ~ / ~ ~  
_ 
physician and do whatever he can to remed,y the sttuauon. My husband and I both wrote our .thank-you notes--he 
~[sny dootor s ar e leurning much about ,sexual dysfunetl.°.,an to those he ]~new, and I to those I knew. ' ' ~ ,~] f~45 '  
from.their university medical schools human sexuality As  long as women accept the full burden for these 
program. I recommend It. , ' ' time~onsuming tasks, they will be made to feel guilty if, 
• ~ . the tasks aren't performed.. LUCKY AND KNOWS IT DEAR ABBY: What would a balding, middle.aged pilot DEA. ~' ARTHUR: Right on. And someone lse said, 
~ DEAR ABBY: READY TO EXPLODE described my situation perfectly. For years my husband would not come ' , . : . who earns more than the vice president of the United "We're all ignor ant-but  on different subjects." 
to the table when dinner Was ready. I ~ied'everything I DEAR LUCKY: You're on target. A surprising number States want with a 20-year-old stowardeso ( r any other 
c~uld.think of to convince ~ that it was "mzportant to me of renders wroto to express the same sensible view. 20.year~ld) whose vocabulary consists mainly of "Oh, CONFIDENTIAL TO YOU. If you are into contempo- 
wow," and a few other juvenile cliches? ' rary poetry,.get Jim Kavanaugh's newest book of pooms 
and the'children that he sit down and eat with us. Tnen one THIRTY YEARS UP FRONT titled, "Winter Has Lasted Too'Long." I loved it. I /your - 
day, in desperation while waiting for him to com e to the DEAR ABBY: My" husband and I are getting along in ' years. He made out a will, but I have none.• local bookstore doesn't have it, it should, ~ 
table, I began practicing my piano lesson. . The effect was dramatic; he immediately stopped what My husband tells me that if he dies first, everything will DEAR ABBY: I am an unattachod woman in my early 
he wae doing, came into the dining room and sat dowr/ go to me. ' ' , 50s. I frequently receive dinner invitations from gentlemen DEAR ABBY: I've been seeing a woman for about four 
ready to be served. I couldn't believe it. - But what if I die firpt? Everything I own will go to him, who come to town on business, llaving beon in business .months. We're both married and in our 30s, and work for- 
The next night I repeated the process with the same 'and there are a few personalthings I would like members myself or many years. I enjoy their company andwant o the same large company. ' 
Nof°r PADER WS d inner -E \  KI of my family to have. My husband ,soot the kind of person reciprocate without the muss and fuss of pro.paring, a After we had been seeing each other every day after 
results: . . . . .  Today he is always on time who would carry out my wishes, even knowing what they dinner for two in my own apartment, so I invite them to be work for about three months at her house (while- her 
my guests at a fine restaurant. were. , ' husband was at work), sho decided to break it off, saying 
' r I stress that the are to be MY guests, but somehow, . DEAR NO PADEREWSKI: BeautlfulI(And for thaee of I duet  want to cause a row, but I would feel botts Y . knowing that if I went first, my few personal things would when the bill is present~d, I wind up being the guost. In ehe felt guilty and was afraid her hasband would find out. We'd stop for a few days, .but we'd see each other at 
you who don't have a piano, get o bugle.) go to those I "want to have' them, How can this be order to avoid a scene, I quietly yield, but it bothers me work and the desire to bo together was so strong in both of 
DEAR ABBY: I am so disgustedwith myself I could just arranged7 Iql be watching for ~your answer, because I know that in so m, e case.s I can bet~r afford,to ~s, one or the other would break down and ask, "How 
die. This morning I cent my 10.year~)ld daughter off to . . . .  OVER 70 IN MISSOURI pay the check tnan t,e gen,eman, t/ow a oes a may get tne about a cup of coffee after work to talk?" Then we'd go to p 
school with no breakfast because she was slow getting . check when she truly wants to be tne nostessT public restaurant to talk, but we'd always end up back at ' aw u a will as it ALWAYS THE GUEST 
' DEAR OVER: It s as easy for you to dr , p • " her house, , 
dressed. She Was,crying when she left and.I shou.tsd.af~r,_ber was for your husband,.See your laWy.er. OEAR GUEST: When she makes the dinner I can't get this woman out of my mind, and she admits 
that I didn t care if she never came nacKl x ac~eu m~e u . ' ' (esarvation, she eelects a restaurant where she is known she's miserable, too. This off-again, on-again business is 
• niac ellin and ecreaming and banging things around, • DEAR ABBY: Equal time, please, with the stewardess endmar ll'Yecau g~e se she was a little behind schedule, which who describes all stewa~'dessee as '~fitelligsnt, gorgeous and has credit. She inotructe the maitre d' to '  charge 'about o drive me crazy. I love her and don'twant to lose everything to her accotLnt, including the usual gratuities, her. We both have small children, so divorce is out . . ,  at 
isn't shc b e' serious crime. . . , , " . and in their 20s," and all pilots as  "balding, burned out, No muss, no fuss, no. check, no emburraesment, and least for now. What should we do? No names or locations 
After she left, I sat down and cried.' I feel so sorry mr middle.aged and broke,:' , ' everyone will be happy, please. 
her. She is really a sweet child and I know I shouldn't be so ~ May I remind her that pilots are hired in thbir 20s, and LOST MY HEART. 
her for something, l am so ashamed of myself. What s good earning potential. ' DEAR LOST: You are being selfish and unfair. Ob- 
wrong with me? Are there other mothers who aet this If this stewardese looks .,round, .she will see ma,y viousiy, the woman is trying to keep her marriage intact, 
~va~;. Pleaee help me. • stewardesses who are in their 50s, chubby end old enough wldeh is what you should be doing in view of the feet thet 
• . ,. IN TEARS IN CHICAGO to be the pilot's mother. , ' : AN/~IRLINE PILOT Will Rogers: . you-both ave small children. Show some manliness and 
'~l'lzere is nothing so stup;" as an educated man, if you avoid situations that lead to temptation, l know it's pot 
DEAR ~N. Yes, there are many mothers Who act that easy to suppress strong physical feelings, but In this case, 
way, but very few are sufficiently wise to admit that they DEAlt PILOT: Here's how another airline pilot put it: get off the thing tha" '.e was educatedARTHURin." H, PRINCE it's the lesser of  the evi ls.  . . 
!. , f 
/ 
!: 
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Feminists get more out of sex 
but have unst;tble marriages 
CHICAGO (AP) - -  
Feminists appear to take 
the sexual initiative more 
frequently andgetmore 
sexual satisfaction than 
women with more 
traditional outlooks, a 
.Vanderbilt University 
study has found. 
The study also f.ound 
that feminists have a 
tendency to have less 
stable marriages than 
other women. 
The study was con- 
ducted by Dr. Virginia 
Ahernathy of the Van- 
derbiit department of 
psychiatry. It appears in 
the April issue of the 
Archives of General 
Psychiatry, published by 
the American Medical 
Association. 
She cautioned that her 
findings are tentative 
because only 50 women 
were interviewed for the 
study and the issues are 
so complex. 
Dr. Abernathy in- 
terviewed and tested 24 Abernathy found. The dependent so are more 
women identified as higher divorce Pate is re- reluctant to consider 
feminists and 26 lated to feminists' change. 
"traditionally oriented" greater independence Dr. Ahernathy said her 
women, all of whom ~ere and willingness to end study showed feminists 
primarily heterosexual, unsatisfactory alliances, "appear to be sexually 
They were aged between the study indicated, more adventurous and 
21 and 39 and had corn- Although the study purposeful" than the 
pletedat least one year of showed that traditional comparison group 
college, women are less satisfied because they  had 
Feminists ended firBt with their mates than "signifleantly greater ex- 
marriages twice as often feminists, they * are perience with ex- 
as other women, Dr. economically more tramarital sex." 
Green gifts for st  dents. 
Mass. (AP) -- For seven 
years Mount Holyoke 
College horticulturist 
John Walker has been 
giving small green plants 
to women students for 
their dormitory rooms. 
Last fall he and his staff 
distributed 6,000 plants. 
The most frequent 
requests ere for Swedish 
ivy, coleus and spider 
plants, but Walker tries 
to match up plants with 
l ight  conditions in the 
students' rooms. 
If that doesn't work, he 
maintains another free 
service ~, greenhouse 
"emergency room" for 
ailing plants. The 
greatest causes of 
roblems, he says, are 
eezing (plants kept too 
close to a window or in a 
draft), overwatering and 
bug infestation. 
The ho.'ticulturist, who 
came to the-college after 
a 20-yearprinting career 
to fulfil a lifelong interest 
in plants, is also con- 
cemed with ailing under- 
graduates. He en- 
courages tudents to stop 
by for free flowers to take 




R NTALS,,,. I SEn¥lCE 
MostAnything.N~stAn'ime For J nmunv WIIVEtNTORE.vmAIll 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS (outboard.., DD.UW 
Hours: Men.- Sat. e.6 motors, (chain saws) . 
IBe Jm ' !A1  "Jr 4946GreioAvenue Hours.: Men.- Sat. 8-6 
ggU' iq l  / p.oee635.7417 , 4946 Greig N~u~U0=%;;~ 035-5929 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and 
accessories in stock Now! 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. 
~39 Grelg - 635.6384 
Dealer No. 01249A SUZUki GOES ~ DISCJU~CE! 
~ . ~ ~  ~ Dave 
~ ~ ~  Droussea.u, 
~ ~  ~. Oo.traohng 
~ "'~. Reroofing Specialist 
-J~ "' FREE ESTIMATES 
Call evenings 635.4600 
me and try our excellent 
elections of 
m ported meats 
cheeses and 
delicacies. 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLATION 
• MOULDED COUNTER'rOPS • 
BRAD REESE 
AREA MANAGER 
8ee .  5114 AVENUE 
PRINCE GEORGE.  B .C .  VEL, 3KS 
BUS.  564-1408 \ 





HAIRCONOITIONiNG MAN ICURE 
STYLING HOT WAX DEPILATION 
(NO CUTTIHG) 
Ho,12-3624 Kalum St, Phone 635.4788 
(Sunnyhill Tra i ler  Park) 
,~,I~K...,~..:.~ ~ - , ~ , ~  .e~,~ u 
; J J~"~,--~, 
i • 
,m. , s  i 
• " - . "  " " • ,B  ANDERSOg 
T.V, GUIDE 
All listings subject to change without• noti¢& 
llllllllillllllllilllllllllllallaalllmlSlmlllmeHImlmaimmmll 
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Foreign 
Policy 
JL  U :~ Foreign 
Policy 
11:,  News News 
. J L  j -  :~  Tonight 
Show 
1 2 ~ :  Show Tonight 
Tonight 
i 49 Show 
Thursday, ,~ril 27 
10 -. 
:iS 
11:,  JL :~ 
JL L :~ 
1 





























3 CFTK 4Bow 9 KCTS 
(COO) (CTV) (PBS)  
Flintstones Emergency Mister 
Flintstones Emergency Rogers 
Mary Tyler The •Gong Electric 
Moore Show Company 
Hourglass News Zoom 
Hourglass Hour Zoom 
Hourglass News' Over 
Hourg lass  "Hour Easy 
Love I Marty Robbins" MacNeil 
Boat i Spec. I Lehrer I 
Love I Mary Robins J Thomas • J 
Boat $ . . .pe .c ; .  R~el~ers  
Science | light !s | Nova I 
Magaz ine  I bnough I Nova I 
Rene "- ' I Eight is I Nova I Show . .~n~,,... Nova , 
H ~ ~ v l e o f  the Week I Great 
~ l e g e -  I Performances 
~ o n . T  'J "Professional 
Company t.ont Foul" 
Barney Cant Cant 
-Miller Cant Cant 
Watson Cent . Anyone for 











The Late Show 








51an . .  
Off 
!0 a.m.- § p,m, 



















































































Nodh land Del ' , FIIntstenes , Emergency . . , Street 
GLENN CARSON 3092 HWY. 16 EAST : lllllUlllnllnililllll|llnlii•iililinnuilnigaliinlllllili (1978) Ltd. TERRACE, B .C . .  ' WALLY LEFEBVRE • , .: • • • 
I I ,  • ' • 
4623 Lakelse Phor V8G3NS. , PHONE (604)635.3863 l . • • 
• . • 
• . . . c~. . sw. , .o .u . .u  Satel l i te" V iny l"  " " 
- " - JUST ARRIVED- • " Custom Furniture - Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl i ANSWERIN~ Repair- Van Conversi~n Accessories - R.V. Supplies. , - -  Boattopping & Hardware - Vinyl Car Tops - PAGING OR Headliners - Tonneao Covers. AutoCarpet. V.W, Seats . 
.nM, ' rno  nLJr_ .recovered In original color and material, front& back -- 
" ' v  . . . . .  ~. '" '~ $229 - Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather - Complete 
, ' SERVICES Corvetter supplies. 
24 HOUR SERVICE  Antique Auto Restoration • 
, . R .R . , JohnsRoad ! '  BIKE P A R T S  i 4~)3.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 Phone 635-4348 • " . . . . . . .  • . l 
x ~o,,  ~.o,o , , , ,  I I Telex 04,..., Adk ,  (,04)m.,,,3 : -" 
,~ f l~  ~.~t~/~J~ , I I  leEIhanney As$ooiates 
e ~,~ ~ ~ . . . .  ~A~ ~)[~ I I ...,,,n, O,vi' Engmeers unaHiiammni'nn, nniuimHmlni •pni.mmq nH--;' 
----/1"~' " :~= '/A/~" 1"4621Lakelse Phone 630.1464' J J British ,oJumhJa Lald Survoyors ,  . " Go_r dona_n  d . Anderson  Ud ,  
y P I I 2,.4,, Lazeile Ave., Terrace, B.C. ' ' 
CLOSED MONDAY I I Canada V8G lS6 
, . , ~ Store.Hours: i '....~ . .:i . ~ 
t 635 6357 9 to 5 Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-5:30p.m, ('HAH(;,:X 
Ca l l  us  a . .... " . m ' Fruday 9a,m,-9p,m, " VISA 
, ' CLOSED MONDAY 
